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STRING BANDS IN THE HISTORY 
OF JAZZ 

INTRODUCTION 

This book is being written to bring to the attention of those interested in jazz 
history the importance of the dance ensemble called the string band in the 
development of early jazz. Let me first state that early jazz was dance music. 
Secondly, I would like to point out the fact that just about every early brass band 
contained a string band within it’s our organization - when needed. There were 
many early jazz cornetists that began as violinists, the violin being the principle and 
leading instrument in the string/dance band. Never has the violin been given its 
proper credit for its part in the evolution of jazz. The musicians in these musical 
ensembles were usually well trained and capable musicians. They were not "brass 
band" musicians, or "Classical" musicians, nor just "dance" musicians, but 
musicians that were capable of playing all the styles. They played the style of music 
that the job demanded, whether it was a parade, a funeral, a concert or a dance. 
The technique of improvising was not stressed at the beginning of jazz. It was 
merely used to fill in parts that could not be played as heard or remembered after 
hearing a new piece.  

The instrumentation of a musical group changed depending on the job. If it 
was a parade, the violinist most often was capable of playing a cornet. If it was a 
dance job one of the cornetists changed to the violin. The tuba player played the 
string bass. In the ensemble the traps style of drums developed out of necessity to 
cut down the number of percussionists; A dance job did not call for as many men - 
because of the size of the hall, the size of the stage and the budget for music by the 
employer, and as many percussionists since a dance job did not call for so many 
men. With fewer men to play, the harmony was played by a piano, when available, 
or a guitar. We find bands with such names as "The Pelican Brass and String 
Band," and “The Sanders Brass and String Band.” Our research will shed light on 
the above points. 

The String Orchestra 

As early jazz was dance music, the musical ensemble that played for dancing 
during the evolution of jazz was the string band or, as it began to be called, the 
string orchestra, tin band, society orchestra or just “dance” orchestra. The brass 
band did play for some dances, but most of their activities were parades, concerts, 
picnics, serenades, political rallies, and miscellaneous patriotic and civic 
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celebrations. The majority of dance jobs were given to the string bands. While 
many of the members of the brass band also played in various string bands, the real 
evolution of jazz should be examined from the string band ensemble contained 
within the brass bands of the era. Little has been written about the string band's 
evolution and importance. There was great diversity in the instrumentation of the 
string band unlike the brass band whose instrumentation was somewhat 
standardized. A string band could be as few as two players, or as many as a small 
orchestra, like those ensembles that became the standard in the 1920’s. Many so-
called string bands might include many instruments that were not string 
instruments with the only real legitimate string instruments present being the violin 
and string bass. Other string ensembles contained guitars and mandolins. By the 
1890’s the string band standardized into the violin-as the leading instrument and 
the most important one, the flute, cornet, clarinet, trombone, piano, bass and 
drums. The published dance arrangements are arranged for this instrumentation. 
The banjo was added around 1911 and the first saxophones were added beginning 
around 1916. Gradually the Saxes increased from one to four or five. A second 
cornet part was added around the turn of the 20th century. There were parts 
included for a 2nd violin (mostly rhythm and really unnecessary), cello, oboe, 
bassoon and French horn - these instruments were used in the pit orchestras of the 
big theaters who could afford larger ensembles. These extra parts really are not 
needed and seldom used by the many town string bands of the era. Many times the 
instrumentation depended upon what talent was available in the certain town 
forming a string band. It was said that a piano filled in any harmonies that might be 
missing or needed for a full ensemble sound. 

 A study on the careers of Claiborne Williams of Donaldsonville, Louisiana 
and Mose "Toots" Johnson, of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, revel that their bands 
began as string ensembles gradually enlarging to add instruments and evolving 
their musical style to become early jazz bands.  Around 1917, the string band, in 
general, became known as a jazz band. This evolution of the stylistic character of 
dance bands can be seen and documented as a direct evolution from the string band 
of the latter decades of the 19th century, to the jazz band in 1917. Brass Bands 
really had only an indirect influence on jazz bands. The early string bands, playing 
the music that was popular at the time eventually became known as ragtime bands, 
before they were called jazz bands.  
 The instrumentation gradually changed, with the violin and flute being 
dropped, with the cornet, clarinet and trombone becoming the front line 
instruments. 

The violinist was the leader of the string ensemble and we find some 27 
violinists playing in New Orleans string/dance bands (see page 96 for list) These 
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leaders included names such as A. J. Piron, Claiborne Williams, Jimmy Papao, 
Peter Bocage, Toots Johnson, Bud Scott, Emile Bigard, Charles Elgar and Wendall 
MacNeil. As jazz bands developed, the cornet gradually took the place of the violin. 
These cornetists were all members of 'brass and string bands' in the beginning. If 
you were a working musician you would have played in both a string band and an 
orchestra. Three of the greatest orchestra leaders of the early days of jazz would 
include Toots Johnson, Claiborne Williams and John Robichaux. (See appendix for 
pictures of other early string orchestras.) 

In his book on Buddy Bolden, Don Marquis writes: "Most information 
indicates that Buddy developed his style in the small string bands for dance and 
parties....He was looking for a novel approach. His effects took the form of playing 
'wide open' and playing in up-tempo or ragging the hymns, street songs and dance 
tunes." Bolden is considered one of the earliest jazz musicians. 

R. Collins discusses the Bolden band in his book “New Orleans Jazz: A 
Revised History.” He writes: 

 
“The Bolden Band was a string band. The violinist played the lead part in the 

band and was expected, and trained, to stomp off the band. As the violin could be 
relied upon to stay with the straight lead or melody, the clarinet and cornet were 
released to play variations on the melody. In this way it was possible to have three 
lead voices in the band which were not playing exactly the same thing but were still 
fitting within the original melody. The recollections of men who actually played 
with the Bolden Band leave us in no doubt about two facts: it was a skilled music 
band and the regular personnel always included a violin player.” 

 
Collins also discusses the famous Bolden picture that includes two clarinets. 

He states that the violinist Alcide Frank had left the Bolden band to form the 
Golden Rule Orchestra and that the extra clarinetist, Willie Warner, was a 
substitute when the picture was taken. I agree with this assumption but not with the 
assumption of how the cornet and clarinet parts were played. Collins states that the 
band was a skilled one in music reading and had the music (which they had 
memorized) with them on the bandstand. In collecting hundreds of early string 
band (or society band) arrangements, there are parts for the violin, flute, clarinet, 
cornet, trombone and three rhythm. The violin often takes the melody but the 
melody is doubled in violin and flute parts. When the cornet takes the melody the 
woodwinds and violin often play either harmony parts or obbligato parts. The 
Bolden Band may have embellished their parts but there are written parts in the 
arrangements that give each instrument a definite part to play. The violin was 
dropped from the ensemble with the emergence of the new jazz rhythms, which 
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were emphasized, with the addition of a trap set of drums. The cornet could accent 
the syncopation much better than the violin.  

 So we have definite evidence that what is considered the first jazz band 
was indeed, in reality, a string band. Below are given some early famous New 
Orleans bands that were string bands but are thought of only as jazz bands. These 
write-ups appear in the newspapers of New Orleans:  

 
“Tonight the Friends of La. Will give their Grand Fancy Dress and 

Masquerade Ball at the Economy Hall. The celebrated Excelsior String Band is 
engaged for the occasion.” (Dec. 17, 1881) 

 
“Remember that the Economy Society will give a Grand Mask Ball tonight 

Saturday the 2l8th inst. In their Hall…Poncho Gayardo’s celebrated String Band 
has been engaged for the occasion and a fine ball is anticipated.” (Jan. 28, 1882) 

 
“The daughters of Louisiana No. 3 will give a Grand Fancy Dress and 

Masquerade Ball on St. Joseph’s night Saturday March 18th 1882 at Violet Hall, 
corner Rampart and Common Street. Music will be furnished by Professor 
Poncho’s celebrated string band.” 

 
String bands mentioned in the Weekly Pelican (published from Dec. 1886 to 

Nov. 1889) were those of Professors Martin, Duconge, T. V. Baquet and Adolph J. 
Moret. Also string bands associated with the Union and Onward. In 1879 we find 
the “A. L. Tio’s & C. Doublet’s Big Four String Band.” 

 
“The String Band of the Excelsior Brass Band became known as Professor 

Baquet’s String Band.” 
 
“The famous Eagle Band included a violinist - Manuel Manetta - in its 

instrumentation in 1907.”  
 
“The band at the 101 Ranch consisted of: Jimmy Palao-violin, Willie 

Hunphrey Sr.-clarinet, Eddie Dawson-guitar, John Vigne-drums and Manuel 
Manetta-piano. (cc 1910). In 1911 the 102 Ranch had the band of: Peter Bocage-
violin, Arnold Metoyer-cornet, Louis “Papa” Tio-clarinet, Gilbert “Bab” Frank-
piccolo/flute, George Filhe-trombone, Louis Cottrell Sr.-drums and Manuel 
Manetta-piano.” 
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“Tuxedo Cabaret (In the Daily Picayune-March 25, 1913) reported the 
Tuxedo Band included a visiting guitar, several brass pieces, a violin, guitar, piccolo 
and a piano.” 

 
THE STRING BAND'S EVOLUTION 

 
Dancing can not exist without music. Since their existence there has been a 

close relationship between the art of dancing and music. Again let us state that jazz 
began as dance music. In the beginning jazz was a way of playing dance music. 
Jazz, during its evolution, was not a “listening” music - and early jazz, in its 
formative stage, was never presented or conceived as concert music. Its maturity 
evolved through the musical ensembles after the Civil War and with the evolving 
string and brass bands of the era. It is safe to begin our study of how jazz evolved 
prior to its maturity with this starting point. The dance musical ensemble, after the 
Civil War, was not a standard instrumental ensemble. The public at this time, 
danced to classical type dance orchestras. This can be seen in the activity of the 
opera orchestras of New Orleans who went directly from playing an opera or ballet 
to the dance hall where a smaller ensemble was used and played for the dancing. 
Dancing was a very popular entertainment in the period of this classical dance 
orchestra -evolving from the larger group to a smaller one for the many social balls 
that were scheduled. Social dancing was of the formal style with the orchestras 
having a repertoire of minuets, gavottes, and especially in New Orleans, the French 
quadrille. Balls were given after most social affairs, (concerts, dramatic 
productions, entertainments, etc.), with these public or private functions having as 
it's culminating activity, a dance. For more intimate dances, until the later 19th 
century, a smaller band then called a string band might provide music. It originally 
was composed of exclusively string instruments - violins, violas, mandolins and 
guitars. (See picture of Bud Scott’s string band) For a more spacious dances 
ensemble (when an area could be found suitable for this larger group the string 
bass, cello and even a piano might be added, if available. Besides a few pictures 
available, the dance halls of New Orleans that usually belonged to the various 
‘social clubs’ were so constructed to fit the size of a string band, giving further 
evidence as to the size of the musical ensemble that provided the dance music. These 
halls had either a balcony that housed the orchestra or a bandstand that was raised 
the level of the band to a foot or two above the level of the dance floor.  

Social clubs provided a hall and music for the Creoles of New Orleans: 
Francis Amis Hall, Hope Hall (later called the Co-operators Hall), and other halls 
such as Economy Hall provided music for public dances. The band areas in these 
halls were suited only for small string bands. From the middle 18th century until the 
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middle 19th centuries the instrumentation of dance bands began to include wind 
instruments. (We are centralizing our study in and around New Orleans where jazz 
evolved as a way of playing dance music.) There is evidence that the ensemble called 
the 'brass band,' in the early days, played for dancing. Most brass bands included 
within their organization, (as earlier stated) smaller ensembles that would replace 
the brass band instrumentation. These smaller musical ensembles were able to fit 
comfortably into most dance halls.  These small groups played their music with a 
softer volume. The usual musical organization of the era advertised their ensemble 
as a 'brass and string band' that was able to play any type musical engagement. 

Musicians of the era were very versatile musically. A musician could play 
either in a brass band for parades, processions, concerts, etc., or play the music for 
the dance.  Some brass bands that were just were that - brass bands, existing just 
for parades, etc. There were also some musical ensembles (string bands) that just 
played for dancing. It is these string/dance bands that evolved into what came to be 
known as 'jazz' bands. These musical ensembles made no chance in their 
instrumentation as their designated name changed. As evolution continued to vary 
their instrumentation, we find the dropping of the violin and flute, as the evolving 
new styles of dancing demanded stricter rhythms that could be played more 
effectively by a brass instrument (cornet) than a bowed instrument. So the small 
change of instrumentation was brought about by the style of the music. The jazz 
band was evolving directly from the string band. It no longer needs an association 
with a brass band but as a separate evolving entity, the brass bands now being used 
strictly for parades, funerals, concerts and providing background for civic 
functions. Another reason for the evolution was the great demand for jazz rhythms, 
bringing about this evolving style and instrumentation. There was a great demand 
for dance orchestras as dancing was the most popular of social entertainments. In 
New Orleans dancing was so popular that often there were more dances scheduled 
than they had dance orchestras. The legendary cornetist Buddy Petit often had 
more then one-dance job on the same night. As the dance became even more 
popular the demand for more orchestras, often containing less capable musicians, 
was inevitable. Many began to play music to earn financial rewards. These under-
trained men were not musically capable of reading a musical part not capable of 
executing a part musically correct. As many learned their parts by hearing the 
existing, experienced string bands that contained more capable musicians, they 
often had to improvise certain passages that they were unable to play in the original 
musical scoring. Faking was an art that was used by theater pianists in the late 19th 
and early 20th century as accompaniment to vita scopes and silent films. When a 
new song had chords or melody that could not be imitated exactly they would fill in 
the missing passage with notes fitting the harmony. Faking musicians could fill in 
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parts once they heard the chord structure. We find the cornet player in early jazz 
bands embellishing a melodic part with the melody still recognizable. The other 
parts could be added once the cornet had the melody and the chord progressions 
were heard from the piano.  

We have documented the careers of some outstanding early bandleaders as 
their bands evolved from a small string group to a jazz band. (Sic: See Basin Street 
Press book "Early Jazz Band Leaders") Many bands were organized, then later 
disbanded or just disappear and musicians would appear in other bands. Individual 
band's history is brief, but they have a place in the evolution and history of our 
study. Thus we shall read and examine the evolution of the string band as the direct 
ancestor of the jazz band, and its major influence, the dance. 

We might find in one newspaper or magazine article that a certain band was 
called a string band. The very next week it is called a jazz band. As new dances and 
new rhythms became popular, the dancing public did not want the old marches and 
dance styles, a style that was becoming an antiquated sound. It was a smooth and 
natural transition from the string band to the jazz band. It was like a person 
changing from one coat to another. The body remains but its outward appearance is 
changed. 

We find a band might be known by various names: string band, string 
orchestra, tin band, jazz band, jazz orchestra or just a 'band.' It is the style of music 
and the dances that had changed. The personnel remain the same with the 
exception of adding 'hot' players to existing groups, (Bix was added to the 
Whiteman Band for the purpose of playing hot solos.), thus enabling a band to be 
both a legit dance orchestra and a jazz orchestra. This evolution was aided 
nationally by the distribution of musical arrangements enabling strictly 'legit' 
orchestras to join the trend in playing the new jazz dances and syncopated rhythms. 
By this time the jazz sound was successfully arranged for dance bands. By the time 
that improvising was stressed, dance bands were actually already playing 
syncopated jazz. Various bands did have their own styles. With the emergence and 
popularity of the arranger in the early 20's, it was possible to recognize one band 
from another by their individual ensemble sound. This diversification was seen in 
the many bands that played in a unique and personnel style. The public, by their 
attendance, decided if a band would 'make it' and become a crowd favorite. An 
individual band style, because of the arrangement and the musicians featured, 
could be readily recognized. This brings us to the big band era. The era progressed 
from the smaller bands of the twenties to the bigger saxophone oriented bands of 
the 30's. It is the arranger who brought about this instrumental style and of the 
band leader and sidemen “star'' system. Published written arrangements, along 
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with the emerging phonograph, pointed to future development until once again a 
new rhythm brought us to the rock age of the late 40's. 

Many early jazz writers mention that the brass band is important but never 
mention string bands. The music of the string band and the dance craze was an 
important influence on jazz, as early jazz was dance music and the string band was 
the musical ensemble that played for dancing. Brass Bands in the past were used for 
some dances but this custom gradually gave way to the more refined, softer, and 
exciting rhythms of the string band. We shall examine the evolution of dance bands, 
using quotes from newspapers, magazines and oral interviews. 

 
STRING BAND HISTORY 

 
Some early textbooks mention the military brass band was an influence on 

jazz: 
 
"Military bands, important in all French settlements, also influenced the 

beginnings of jazz." 
and: 
"Most of the early jazz players started their careers by playing marches, 

polkas, quadrilles, and so on, in these bands." 
 
While the above mentioned quotes contain a trace of the truth, it should be 

stressed that the influence was not only in the brass band but in the playing of the 
ensemble contained within the brass band, the string bands. Brass bands were used 
to play occasionally for dances but the more legit dance orchestras handled most of 
the dance jobs. Gradually most of the dance jobs began to be played by the string 
band, leaving the brass or military bands to plays for outdoor affairs and activities 
that called for louder music. In turn the instrumentation of the string band changed 
to become the jazz band. A definite name or category did not always define the 
musical ensembles of the day. The newspapers would call a musical ensemble a 
band, an orchestra, or a string band regardless of its instrumentation, which makes 
research a bit more difficult. 

Musicians in the 19th century were not classified as a classical musician or a 
dance/jazz musician. They were just musicians, capable of playing all types of 
music, mostly depending on what the job called for. If it was a concert, a serenade, a 
parade, a picnic or a dance, the musician was called on to furnish music for the 
activity. The musical ensembles of the day were versatile. Most brass bands also 
could and were converted and became string bands. Many musical organizations 
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had on their business cards the description that described themselves and as "brass 
and string bands." 

One of the earliest examples of the duel or multiple versatility is found in the 
year 1852 in a Baton Rouge newspaper: 

 
"The Magnolia Brass and String Band. Available for balls, soirees, parties, 

and processions. Jolly, Walters and Coats." (Dec. 20, 1852) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The advertisement ran in the newspaper from Dec. 20, to Jan. 24, 1852. We 

find another item in the Baton Rouge Paper dated Jan. 29, 1860: 
 
"The Union Brass Band which arrived in Baton Rouge in time to participate 

in the celebration of Monday last, have determined to locate permanently in that 
city. They will play for balls, parties, etc., whenever desired and will have no 
objection to visit any of the neighborhood towns for the same purpose. They are 
beautiful performers both upon the brass and stringed instruments." (Jan. 29, 
1860) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
There is another mention of this band, referring to them as a brass and string 

band: 
 
"Union Brass and String Band of Baton Rouge from St. Louis, intend to stay. 

Will give concerts and furnish music for parades, balls, serenades, and excursions. 
Seven members can increase to 12." (Jan. 1, 1861) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
In the Gazette and Sentinel papers of Baton Rouge, we read of a benefit 

concert that uses both a brass and string band: 
 
"Mr. Bonning's Concert. Tonight at 7 o'clock, Mr. Bonning, the fine musician 

and composer gives another vocal and musical concert at the Catholic Church, for 
the benefit of the church. We anticipate a large assembly. The object in view, alone, 
that of procuring funds to enable our church to be properly finished and decorated 
- should alone fill every seat in it. But the music itself - of both string and brass 
bands - will be a treat in that line that has seldom been offered us here. On the 
whole, the concert embraces inducements to our citizens to attend it which should 
guarantee the fullest success." (Jan. 19, 1861) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
There is little mention of dances in the paper during the Civil War. Most of 

our research findings on the string band appear after the Civil War. We find an 
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early mention of a string band in the Feb. 6, 1868 Baton Rouge newspaper. The 
leader of the band mentioned above, is also Prof. Bonning. He is the leader of a 
string and brass band. The city fire department gives a ball that the Bonning String 
Band furnishes the music: 

 
"Grand Dance & Masquerade Ball by New Orleans Fire Co. #1 of Baton 

Rouge. A prominent feature of the entertainment will be the performance for the 
evening of Prof. Bonning's String Band, which is second to none in the State. 
Tuesday night next, Feb. 9th." (Feb. 6, 1868) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
We read of another musical ensemble that fits into the same category as the 

above. 
 

 "Invitation to a ball to be given at Masonic Hall, Clinton, La. by the Clinton 
Independent Brass and String Band on Tuesday." (Nov. 3, 1870) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
This nomenclature was characteristic of bands throughout the South and we 

read of a New Orleans band describing themselves the same way: 
 
"Annual ball of the German Assoc. of Baton Rouge. The hall, during the 

evening, reverberated the sweetest music strains, from a celebrated New Orleans 
Brass and String Band that even tempted dancers to trip the light fantastic." (Jan. 
11, 1871) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
Thibodaux is a small town about 40 miles from New Orleans but connected 

by the main transportation of the era, the boat. The town often took excursions on 
the Bayou to New Orleans. The musicals live of the surrounding small towns are 
connected to New Orleans and most things that happen in the larger city of New 
Orleans are occurring in the smaller towns of the surrounding parishes. We first 
have an item about string bands in Thibodaux in 1872: 

 
"The lovers of good music will be entertained with a rich treat of the concerts 

to be given at the Fete Champetre. Both brass bands and Prof. Schwartenbergh's 
String Band have kindly volunteered their services and are preparing to win 
additional laurels to those already obtained in the past." (March 23, 1872)  
Thibodaux, La. 

 
The reason for a preference as to the style of music played is that the band 

would be playing the 'old' style tunes for dancing and many preferred the string 
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band for dancing. The musicians in brass bands also played in the dance/string 
orchestras. The leader of the brass band most often was the leader of the string 
band.  

The Baton Rouge newspaper related that, in Donaldsonville, the brass and the 
string band came out of the same organization: 

 
"The floor was cleared for a dance. The string band, of the Donaldsonville 

Silver Cornet Band, appeared upon the stage." (Feb. 15, 1873) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
There is a string band that accompanies the church choir for a visit by an 

Archbishop: 
 
"Discharge of guns, now and then were heard and also beautiful hymns of 

our church, Sung by a fine choir assisted by a string band." (May 31, 1873) 
Plaquemines, La. 

 
Another entertainment uses both the brass band and the string band for 

music: 
 
"Entertainment by Fire Co. #1 - St. Joseph Brass Band - The entertainment 

was commenced by the St. Joseph Brass Band, who played several pieces in their 
usual felicitous style during the interlude. The string band gave the audience special 
pieces of music which brought back to the mind the memory of the gratification 
which this band of amateurs had afforded to the people of Thibodaux." (April 18, 
1874) Thibodaux, La. 

 
In the town of Thibodaux there resided a French conservatory trained 

musician named Emanuel Chol. He was a talented organist, composer and director 
of music. He also had a string band: 

 
"Dramatic Club representation - Those performers were added by the 

Harmony Club String Band under the supervision of Prof. Chol who had 
generously volunteered their services. Program includes; Ost - Grand Overture 
from Martha, Reverie de Rosellom, L'Etude Des Pries (Emanuel Chol) and Gustave 
Galop by the band concluded the entertainment." (July 18, 1874) Thibodaux, La. 

 
Again we read of the Donaldsonville band organization. This same band plays 

another dance with the same comment about the band being versatile: 
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"Phoenix Ball - New Year's Eve at Donaldsonville Silver Cornet Band Hall. 
The music unsurpassable, being furnished by the string band of the Donaldsonville 
Silver Cornet Association." (Jan. 2, 1875) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
There is a string band in Lake Providence, one of the most northern cities in 

Louisiana: 
 
"The concert - Monday night the Bailey Troupe, aided by the Laddy Boys, 

and the Providence string band gave a minstrel concert at the Firemen's Hall, 
which was an exceedingly laughable farce." (June 3, 1875) Lake Providence, La 

 
We have a write-up saying that it is about the Dramatic Association but really 

is about their string and brass bands: 
 
"The following compose the officers of the young folks Dramatic Association. 

C. S. Stewart-Pres., Joseph Illy-Vice-Pres., David Stern-Sec., Henry Seal Jr.-Treas. 
Thurston Stage manager. The have already perfected the organization of a string 
band, under the leadership of Mr. Henry Davuis, which play exceedingly well. The 
association will shortly give an entertainment, the proceeds of which will go to the 
purchase of instruments for a brass band." (May 27, 1876) Amite, La. 

 
The string band from Vicksburg plays in Monroe, La. for a grand ball: 
 
"The grand ball given Wednesday night by the members of the Jewish order 

B'nai B'rith was a very enjoyable and well-conducted affair. The opera house has 
not looked so gay since its erection. Music for the occasion was furnished by the 
Vicksburg String Band and the program included nearly every kind of dance except 
our old favorite, a Virginia Reel, and we, therefore, declined to trip the light 
fantastic toe." (Feb. 2, 1877) Monroe, La 

 
The firemen of the town give a picnic and use a string band for the music: 
 
"Firemen's Picnic - basket picnic at Pargoud Mounds on Thursday 26th. The 

steamboat 'Acme' has been chartered for the day. The Monroe Silver Cornet Band 
will play on the boat and a string band will play on the grounds for dancing." (July 
20, 1877) Monroe, La. 

 
The Firemen of the era were both a social entity and a very necessary 

organization for towns of this era. They are active in social affairs and give a ball: 
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"Firemen's Ball Sept. 8, 1877. The ball given at the Firemen's Hall on 

Tuesday last, although slimly attended, was in many respects of a pleasant and 
agreeable character. The music discoursed by the talented members of the amateur 
String Band (Sic: the Napoleonville String Band), lately organized here under the 
leadership of Judge Tete and who kindly volunteered their services for occasion, 
was unexceptionally good...." (Sept. 8, 1877) Thibodaux, La. 

 
A later article in the paper tells about this string band: 
 
"Our most accomplished musicians, under the lead of Judge Alfred Tete, 

have organized a string band in the village. We were invited to a rehearsal last 
week, at which quite a number of ladies were present, and we were highly 
entertained with the performance of these delightful musicians. Such reunions are 
at all times agreeable, but when interspersed with the merry encouraging plaudits 
of pretty young ladies, they are exhilarating to those who have music in the soul, to 
the highest degree." (Oct. 20, 1877) Thibodaux, La. 

 
The Centennial String Band plays for a holiday ball: 
 
"Ascension Hook & Ladder Company Holiday Ball. Splendid music 

furnished by the Centennial String Band led by Prof. J. C. Ayraud." (Jan. 5, 1878) 
Donaldsonville, La. 

 
There is little evidence in the newspapers about the activities of bands until 

the 1880's. This is not due to a lack of activities but a lack of mentioning these 
activities in the paper. String Bands were playing for dances during this time. This 
time lapse will not affect our study, as there is no jazz in the 1880's anyway. 

As with most musical organizations string bands needed money to operate. 
The bands of the era played a lot of gratis engagements for the town and civic 
organizations. To help the financial situation musical organizations gave benefits. 
We see one of these band benefits next: 

 
"Advertisement: Grand Ball given by the Centennial String Band." (Jan. 3, 

1880) Donaldsonville, La. 
 
We read that the dance given was financially successful: 
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"It is pleasant to know that the Phoenix Fire Company and Centennial String 
Band realized about $125 net profit from their Mardi Gras Ball." (Feb. 14, 1880) 
Donaldsonville, La. 

 

This same Centennial String Band gives the ball mentioned above: 
 
"The Masquerade Ball. One short month, on the rapid spindle of time, will 

soon wind itself away, then the Lenten season will have expired, then the coteries of 
Terpsichore will once more be joyous, whilst those who are blessed with the gift of 
Proheus may attune their lyres, strike the strings and let their euphonious melody 
go forth to gladden the hearts of all. And, seemingly, the members of the Centennial 
String Band are aware of the desire of our mirth loving denizens, as they have 
settled upon the third day of April to give a grand fancy dress and masquerade ball, 
as will be seen by reference to our advertising columns. The Centennial String Band 
is comprised of some of the best citizens of our parish, and it is but natural to 
suppose the ball will be a pleasant and properly managed one. We bespeak for it the 
success it justly merits." (Feb. 21, 1880) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
Often both the brass band and the string band play at the same function, and 

we read of one such occasion: 
 
"As might have been expected, the musical and dramatic entertainment given 

at Phoenix Hall last Saturday evening, under the auspices of the L.H.B.A., attracted 
a full house, and the audience was as satisfactory in all other particulars. The 
programme included overtures by the Centennial String and Independent Brass 
Bands. After the performance the hall was cleared and the young folks enjoyed 
themselves awhile. (Sic: with dancing)." (April 17, 1880) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
A string band named the "Italian String Band” of New Orleans play for a 

ball and concert: 
 
"Ball and concert benefit of Napoleonville Fire Co. # 1. The services of the 

renowned Italian String Band of New Orleans have been secured for the occasion, 
as have also those of the Paincourtville Silver Cornet Band." (April 17, 1880) 
Thibodaux, La. 

 
The same Centennial Band mentioned earlier gives another ball for their 

benefit. This benefit for funds is an ongoing function as long as a band is active they 
will need money for music, traveling and instruments: 
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"Want of space prevented us from noticing, in our last issue, the brilliant ball 

given by the Centennial String Band at Phoenix Hall on the 3rd inst......To the 
splendid and inspiring music furnished by the Centennial Band the merry throng 
kept moving in the mystic mazes of the dance until the gray tinge of the eastern 
horizon gave warning of the approach of the orb of the day.....While the financial 
result of the entertainment was scarcely as large as was hoped, the members of the 
Centennial Band have the consolation of knowing that their ball was a brilliant 
success in special point of view." (April 17, 1880) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
We have spoken about a musical organization being both a brass and string 

band. The Pelican Brass & String Band was such an organization: 
 
"Firemen's Ball. Music furnished by the Pelican Brass and String Band of 

New Orleans, Prof. F. Faberge's, leader under the soul-stirring strains of this 
wonderful band, the volaries of the art terpsichore, indulged in their favorite 
pastime to the full extent. The dancing continued until the golden shafts of the 'God 
of Day' appeared in the eastern horizon, when the gay assembly dispersed." (May 
15, 1880) St Tammany Parish, La. 

 
The Ascension Parish Firemen have an entertainment and one of the musical 

groups used is the string band for the following ball: 
 
"Monday night the festival closed with a ball and this was decidedly the most 

successful part of the entertainment. The attendance was good and the guests 
appeared to enjoy themselves to the utmost. Music was furnished by the Centennial 
String Band, and to its harmonious cadences nimble feet kept tripping until three 
hours just past midnight." (June 3, 1880) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
The firemen of most southern towns were an active social organization and 

often gave balls. We read of one of these balls using a brass and string band whose 
name was previously mentioned: 

 
"Firemen's Ball. Music furnished by the Pelican Brass and String Band of 

New Orleans, Prof. F. Fabregas, leader." (May 15, 1881) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
In the June 3, 1881, Baton Rouge paper we read of a string band from that 

city that informs us that string bands play for other activities beside just dances: 
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"Baton Rouge String Band - Music for balls, picnics and other 
entertainments." (June 3, 1881) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
Most towns in America possessed a string dance orchestra. These are of 

various instrumentations but all played the dance music of their era. They most 
always included a violin and when published arrangements were available the 
instrumentation of the dance orchestra standardized. In New Roads, La., we read of 
a: "String Band - for St. John's Day." (July 9, 1881) 

 

The Centennial Band furnishes music for a local excursion: 
 
"We accompanied the Centennial String Band and a few other choice spirits 

to Napoleonville on the steam ferry boat Lattie Minnie, last Saturday evening, to 
attend the concert and fair given at that place for the benefit of Christ Church. Rev. 
Rob. S. Stuart had charge at the party and hence it is almost needless to say the trip 
was a very enjoyable one. The concert was well attended and proved a pleasant and 
successful entertainment. Firemen's Hall was filled with the beauty and wit of 
Napoleonville and Assumption, and the efforts of the performers to please were 
rewarded with hearty applause. A ball had been given in connection with the fair 
the previous evening and we believe it was a brilliant affair." (July 21, 1881) 
Donaldsonville, La. 

 
The string band plays for a drama presentation: 
 
"Drama, Phoenix Hall. The celebrated string band formed the orchestra and 

the Independent Brass Band favored the audience with some choice selections 
during the intermission between the acts." (Sept. 9, 1881) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
In the same city we find that the Page String Band of Baton Rouge plays for a 

ball in New Roads, La., a city near Baton Rouge: 
 
"Merry Makers Ball on Sept. 30 at River Lake Sugar House. Flattered for 

having secured the popular Prof. Page and band of Baton Rouge for the occasions." 
(Oct. 8, 1881) Baton Rouge, La. 

 

The Napoleonville String Band plays for an affair for the Fire Company: 
 
"The Napoleonville String Band plays for a concert in Napoleonville for the 

Fire Co. by the Napoleonville String Band." (May 22, 1882) Napoleonville, La. 
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One of the most popular string bands in the 1880's in Baton Rouge was Page's 

String Band. We find a number of entries that state that Page's Band furnishes 
music for various occasions from August 19, 1882, to the year 1894 - some 12 years 
of activity - a rather long life for a band of this era. Our first entry: 

 
"Fashionable party of Grand Capitol Hotel. Page's String Band will furnish 

the music." (August 19, 1882) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
While the brief mentioning of the band does not list his instrumentation we 

will find out later that it consists of "violin, flute, clarinet, cornet, trombone, and 
rhythm." 

 
The band next plays for a dance that is call a hop: 
 
"Hop given by Mr. A. Grouchy at Grand Capitol Hotel. The spacious dancing 

hall and verandah afford opportunities for all to enjoy themselves. Page's String 
Band discoursed some of its best and sweetest music." (August 25, 1882) Baton 
Rouge, La. 

 
In the same issue of the paper we have another listing about the Page Band 

playing for a local party: 
 
"Elegant party at Capt. J. W. Bates. Before reaching the house, we could hear 

sweet strains of music from Page's Band." (August 25, 1882) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The band is again mentioned playing for another private party: 
 
"Young Ladies Party. The music was Page's best." (Sept. 16, 1882) Baton 

Rouge, La. 
 
A string band is hired for a concert and we read that they play an overture: 
 
"Concert in Napoleonville for Fire Company - Napoleonville String Band - 

Overture." (Sept. 18, 1880) Donaldsonville, La. 
 
The Napoleonville String Band is hired to play for a 'brilliant' ball: 
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"The anniversary closed with a brilliant ball at night, for which the medicos 
and famous Napoleonville String Band furnished music most divinely sweet." (Oct. 
9, 1882) Thibodaux, La. 

 

The Page String Band plays for a dance at a local hall that becomes famous 
for the location of many entertainments and dances - Pike's Hall: 

 
"The Dixie Baseball Club is advertising a dance at Pike's Hall in Baton 

Rouge, La. for Friday next, Nov. 24th. They have secured Page's String Band." 
(Nov. 18, 1882) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
There is another ball at Pike's Hall using the Page String Band: 
 
"The Ball - The ball given at Pike's Hall last night by the Young Men's social 

and Literary Club was truly an elegant affair. The music was Page's best." (March 
5, 1883) Baton Rouge, La. 

 

A string band can be as small as two or more up to a larger ensemble with as 
many as 7 or 8 pieces. Often these small towns did not have enough musicians to 
maintain a large ensemble. Such is probably the case in our next mentioning: 

 
"Soiree Dansante. The efforts of the performers to please were highly 

successful and the manner in which they all fulfilled the respective tasks allotted 
them deserves instanced praise. It would be almost superfluous to any that the 
string band composed of Mrs. Gaudet and Messrs. Leche and Terrio, produced 
beautiful music, or that the strain which floated from the piano under the magic 
touch of Miss Louise Blanchy were almost divine...." (April 21, 1883) Thibodaux 

 
I am sure bands play many dance engagements but of course all their 

activities are not mentioned in the paper, but enough are to know the a certain band 
is still playing. These mentioning of the band will appear every so often which 
enables us to realize they are still active and they continue to exist as a working 
dance band: 

 
"A ball rescheduled. The music, by Page's Band was as fine as they ever 

rendered and the evening itself was exceptional in point of coolness and 
pleasantness." (April 27, 1883) Baton Rouge, La. 
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There were new string bands being organized. We read of a new one in 
Thibodaux, La.: 

 

"Entertainment - This will be the advent of a new string band recently 
organized in our town out of the best musical talent which it possesses." (May 12, 
1883) Thibodaux, La. 

 

In the same year the Page band is hired to furnish music for a party given by 
a social club: 

 
"The party given by West Baton Rouge Social Club. Music was furnished by 

Page's String Band and was of the best." (May 25, 1883) Baton Rouge, La. 
 

We next read of a string band, perhaps the one formed in Thibodaux, and 
find a list of the names of the band. The number of musicians in the band is four, 
with the leader, a man that would be a leading influence in dance band music in 
Plaquemines Parish, Robert Hingle: 

 
"New St. Joseph Hall was inaugurated last Sunday evening by an 

entertainment given by leading amateurs of the parish. The string band prominent 
among who are: Messrs. O'Sullivan, Robert Hingle, Trone and Perrin discoursed 
some very sweet music during the intermission." (May 26, 1883) Thibodaux, La. 

 
In June of the same year (1883), the Page band again plays for a party. This 

means that they will play for dancing, as every party, especially with music, will 
have dancing: 

 
"Party by Miss Anne Fowles to her pupils at Grand Capitol Hotel. Page's 

Band furnished their best music." (June 28, 1883) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The University Cadets Corps of Louisiana State University give a 'hop' and 

the Page Band furnishes the music: 
 
"Hop, University Cadets. Page's Band well assisted, rendered his sweetest 

and best music." (July 3, 1883) Baton Rouge, La. 
 

The Page Band continues to be hired to furnish music at parties and dances: 
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"Party by Young Men's Social and Literary Club. The music was as fine as 
Page ever rendered." (July 13, 1883) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
A string band plays for a 'Fete Champete' at a dancing pavilion: 
 
"Fete Champetre - The dancing pavilion was erected in the center of the 

ground under the majestic old live oaks, where the young, gay and beautiful 
'tripped the light fantastic tow' to the music of a string band under the leadership of 
that accomplished violinist Tegros Guidry with the accompaniment of the flute in 
the hands of that expert Fred Bread." (August, 1883) Donaldsonville, La. 

 

There is an article about an entertainment and the follow up article mentions 
the music was furnished by a string band: 

 
"The entertainment in Sept. 8th paper has music which was furnished by an 

excellent string band from the city was irresistible and dancing continued until 
about 3:00 in the morning." (Sept. 15, 1883) St. Tammany Parish, La. 

 
In Covington there is a string band that plays a serenade: 
 
"The Covington String Band honored us with a serenade last Saturday 

night." (Dec. 1, 1883) Covington, La. 
 
A string band plays for a minstrel show: 
 
"Minstrel at Blue Bucket Hall of Knights of Phythian. Music was furnished 

by LeBlanc's String Band, under the leadership of Mr. Jules Le Blanc of St. James 
and it was very fine." (March 1, 1884) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
A ball is held at a Grange Hall and uses a string band: 
 
"Ball at Grange Hall. Music for the occasion was supplied by the Poche's 

String Band from College Point, and it was of a character so inspiring that at least 
one of the guests who was supposed to have long since abandoned all desire for such 
amusement, took part in an old fashioned reel and exhibited a degree of 
sprightliness and agility that would have done his credit 25 years ago." (May 3, 
1884) Donaldsonville, La. 
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There is a new hall inaugurated and at for its dedication a string band is 
engaged to furnish music: 

 
"New St. Joseph Hall was inaugurated last Sunday evening by an 

entertainment given by leading amateurs of the parish. The string band, prominent 
among who are Messrs. O'Sullivan, Hingle, Trone and Perrin, discoursed some very 
sweet music during the intermission." (May 26, 1883) Thibodaux, La. 

 
The Page band is called an 'excellent' band in our next entry: 
 
"Page's excellent band supplied the music for the 100 couples who engaged in 

the dance, which was kept up till the wee small hours." (May 31, 1884) Baton 
Rouge, La. 

 
A string band plays for a picnic: 
 
"Firemen's Picnic on 4th at Ingleside Plantation. Besides having our own 

cornet Band, a string Band from Vicksburg was in attendance." (July 9, 1884) 
Monroe, La. 

 
We next read of a string band playing for an entertainment: 
 
"Delighted entertainment by the performance of the Messrs. DeRago and 

their string band." (July 12, 1884) Lake Providence, La. 
 
A colored string band from Vicksburg plays in Lake Providence: 
 
"Ivanhoe Club public entertainment. A colored string band from Vicksburg." 

(August 6, 1884) Lake Providence, La. 
 
A group of excursionists from New Orleans come to Baton Rouge and part of 

their activity is a dance using the Page Band for music: 
 
"Excursion from New Orleans visited Baton Rouge. The music for the 

dancing was furnished by Page's Band." (August 11, 1884) Baton Rouge, La. 
 

A string band and a brass band are mentioned in our next article: 
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"The Blue Bucket Fire Co. leaves on the 30th, on its excursion for College 
Point, St. James, on the Steamer Nellie, and will return the night of the 31st. The 
trip and entertainment are given in celebration of the anniversary of the 
organization. The St. Joseph Brass Band will accompany the excursionists to and 
from their destination and the Dugas String Band will furnish music for balls to be 
given on both nights on the ground at the point." (August 23, 1884) Donaldsonville, 
La. 

 

The Page band plays for what is called an entertainment. This activity 
incorporates many forms. It could be a drama with musical interludes or a tableau. 
Each of these entertainments is always followed by a dance: 

 
"Young Men's Social and Literary Club dramatic entertainment. The music 

for the entertainment was furnished by Page's String Band." (Dec. 20, 1884) Baton 
Rouge, La. 

 
The Hahnville, La. string band plays a serenade for a politician: 
 
"The Hahnville String Band on Sunday night last, favored our worthy 

District Judge Michael Hahn, with a pleasant serenade in honor of his election and 
Congressman of the 2nd Congressional District." Jan. 3, 1885) Hahnville, La 

 
A new dance platform is built on the Garrison Grounds at Louisiana State 

University. This location would host many future dances and activities. The opening 
is celebrated and a dance of course follows with the Page Band playing both for the 
celebration and the dance: 

 
"We learn from the gentlemen in charge of the improvements being made at 

the Garrison Grounds that the completion of the work will be duly celebrated 
Saturday evening with music and a dance on the new platform. The service of the 
Independent Silver Cornet Band has been secured to open the evening's 
entertainment with music, between the hours of 6 & 7 o'clock and the Page's 
splendid string band will supply music for the dancers." (May 22, 1885) Baton 
Rouge, La. 

 

We read a review about the above celebration that mentions the Page String 
Band: 
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"On short notice, last Saturday evening, the "beauty and chivalry" of our 
city, in great numbers assembled at the Garrison Grounds to enjoy a dance on the 
spacious platform which was completed that day, in the beautiful avenue of oaks 
that graces the grounds near the banks of the great Mississippi. So many were in 
attendance that it was a hard matter to supply all the ladies with seats. The weather 
was simply delightful, and the clear light of the moon made the lights that had been 
placed around the platform almost superfluous. At 7:00 o'clock the Independent 
Silver Cornet Band began to discourse sweet music, and at 8:30 Col. T. Sambola 
Jones appeared on the music stand and in a short and felicitous address 
congratulated the assemblage upon the enterprise of our citizens in having provided 
so attractive a resort for themselves and for excursion parties from New Orleans 
and elsewhere. His happy remarks were frequently applauded. After the conclusion 
of the address, the band favored the assemblage with several choice selections and 
gave way to Page's excellent string band when the dancing commenced and was 
kept up until a late hour. Every one returned home highly delighted with the 
evening's entertainment. The "Volksfest" was pronounced a grand success and an 
auspicious opening of the delightful resort." (May 25, 1885) Baton Rouge, La. 

 

We read next of a review about a picnic that mentions the Page String Band: 
 
"The picnic party that went to Scott's Bluff last Sunday under the auspices of 

Washington Fire Company No. 3, we are gratified to say, spend a very pleasant day. 
There were several, drawbacks which helped to prevent a large number of persons 
from attending. The excursion from New Orleans kept a good many at home, and 
quite a number of young gentlemen went to Plaquemine to witness an interesting 
game of base ball between Wilberts, of Plaquemine, and the Peek-A-Boo, of Baton 
Rouge. Page's splendid string band supplied the picnic party at the Bluff with 
music, and a delightful time was spent by the young people in dancing and games of 
amusement. We congratulate our young friends of Washington No. 3 on the success 
of their first excursion and picnic. Long may they live to give many more." (May 25, 
1885) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
In New Roads we have the Lakeland String Band playing for a Soiree 

Dansante: 
 
"Soiree Dansante - at Hebrard residence. Music was furnished by Lakeland 

String Band, which has lately organized, but from reports that we have heard, their 
improvement has been so rapid that our New Roads and other bands will have to 
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look to their laurels or they will soon be taken away by our young friends of 
Lakeland." (August 1, 1885) New Roads, La. 

 
There is a surprise party for the Hermitage Brass Band in which the 

Lakeland String Band furnishes the music: 
 
"The ladies in the neighborhood of Hermitage determined to give the 

Hermitage Brass Band a surprise party in return for the many entertainments of 
the band, therefore, last Monday evening a number of them armed with baskets of 
delightful lunch, and accompanied by the Lakeland String Band, repaired to the 
hall of the Hermitage Band, at the new 'Hermitage Store' of Mr. F. O. Lieux, where 
they knew the members of the band were at practice. As soon as their presence 
became known, there was a hurrying among the members for their coats, followed 
by many happy greetings. The hall was quickly made ready for the dance, which 
was enjoyed till a late hour, when the lunch was discussed as a rest. The members of 
the Hermitage Band appreciate very highly the compliment that was paid them by 
this visit." (August 15, 1885) Lakeland, La. 

 
In the next year, 1886, we find the Vicksburg String Band playing for a ball in 

Monroe, La.: 
 
"The string band from Vicksburg which furnished the music for the ball at 

the Opera House last night has been reserved to play at the dance Monday night, 
which will be given immediately after the performance of the Shreveport Amateurs 
in honor of our visiting guests." (March 21, 1886) Monroe, La. 

 
The Page Band plays for another picnic, this time at Booth's “Grove”: 
 
"Party of young ladies and gentlemen went up to Booth's Grove for a picnic. 

Page's String Band was called into service." (May 8, 1886) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
 The Lakeland String Band again plays at Hermitage Music Hall: 
 
"There will be given at the Hermitage Music Hall, on the 22nd, a grand 

entertainment. The Lakeland String Band will furnish the music." (May 22, 1886) 
Lakeland, La. 

 
In June of 1886 the same band plays for another grand ball in Monroe: 
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"Grand Ball of the Knights of Pythias. The Vicksburg String Band furnished 
delightful music for the occasion." (June 6, 1886) Monroe, La. 

 
The string band of New Texas, La. plays for a benefit for the local Catholic 

Church: 
 
"Fete Champetre - Benefit Catholic Church. Music furnished by the string 

band of New Texas." (July 3, 1886) New Roads, La. 
 
While the name of the string band playing a picnic is not given, we read of 

this activity: 
 
"Picnic at Bayou Pout - also have engaged a string band for the occasion." 

(August 14, 1886) New Roads, La. 
 
It is interesting to read the next article. I have previously mentioned that the 

brass band did play for dances. A gradual change would occur and a natural 
evolution from the brass band, to string bands, to jazz bands. A stylistic change was 
also happening. New dances, with new rhythms, were being advanced and this 
rhythm began to be handled, not by three percussionists but one on the developing 
trap set of drums. Just as today when we have older people who have been 
accustomed to dancing waltzes, the jitterbug, and other 'swing' dances, rock and 
roll has taken over. The same thing was evolving during this era. The two-step, the 
tango and the fox trot were replacing the old quadrilles, the grand march at the 
beginning of a dance, the intricate figures of the lancers and Germans. The below 
article remarks about dancing to the brass band: 

 
"We are required to announce that the open air festival announced by the 

Independent Silver Cornet Band will take place on the Garrison Grounds the night 
of Tuesday. Also that the music for the dancing will be furnished by the band. 
Many of the friends of the band have expressed a preference to dance by their 
music than by that of a string band." (Sept. 14, 1886) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The Monroe String Band plays for a fete Champetre: 
 
"On Tuesday night a Fete Champetre, for the benefit of Catholic Church was 

given. Mr. D. A. Breads. Music furnished by the Monroe String Band." (Sept. 18, 
1886) Monroe, La. 
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The Page String Band of Baton Rouge plays for a grand entertainment at 
Hemitage Music Hall: 

 
"Grand entertainment at hermitage Music Hall October 16th, benefit of Delta 

Rifles uniform fund. Page’s String Band will be in attendance." (Oct. 16, 1886) 
Baton Rouge, La. 

 
A string band plays for an entertainment at a Methodist church: 
 
"Farmerville, - entertainment for Methodist Church. Music by the string 

band will be interspersed during the evening." (June 11, 1887) Shreveport, La. 
 
Page's String Band plays for a University Hop: 
 
"The hop in the Univ. Agricultural Hall was the closing event and was indeed 

a very brilliant affair. The spacious hall was filled with gallant young gentlemen, 
including the Cadet corps, and beautiful young ladies from this and other parishes 
throughout the State Excellent music for the dancing was furnished by Page's well-
known string band, and the young people enjoyed the dance until a reasonable 
hour." (July 5, 1887) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The False River runs through New Roads and we read of a ball using a string 

band. This ball is for the St. Stephen's Church: 
 
"Grand Ball and Bazaar, St. Stephen's Church. A string band from Natchez 

will furnish music for the occasion." (Oct. 15, 1887) New Roads, La. 
 
A Vicksburg string band plays in Lake Providence for an entertainment: 
 
"Ladies of Episcopal Rectory Entertainment. After the performance was 

concluded, the young folks engaged in dancing to the sweet music of the fine 
Vicksburg String Band until the wee small hours." (Dec. 3, 1887) Providence, La. 

 
The Page String Band is heard from again as they play for a Fancy Dress Tea 

Party: 
 
"Pansies Fancy Dress Tea Party. Page's Band discoursed sweet music and the 

devotees of terpsichore 'tripped the light fantastic toe,' with a zeal that readily 
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made one believe that, like Mercury, they bore wing tipped heels." (Dec. 5, 1887) 
Baton Rouge, La. 

 

Prof. Kingfield was a Baton Rouge musician who was the leader of a brass 
band and also the leader of a separate string band. While many organizations had 
both brass and string band capability, there were some musical ensembles that were 
exclusively brass or string bands. A leader in this era played both classical, brass 
band and string band music, most of them being very versatile musicians. Today we 
have many classical musicians also capable of playing jazz. We should think of 
these leaders as just 'musicians,' not brass band musicians or dance musicians. 

 
"Entertainment of Washington Fire Co. #3. Excellent music furnished by 

Prof. Kingfield's String Band." (Jan. 21, 1888) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
Mr. Armstead Chaussier was the leader of a popular string band in Point a la 

Hache, La. We read of this group playing for a grand ball: 
 
"We have received an invitation from Mrs. V. V. Barberot to attend the first 

Grand Ball of the season which will take place next Saturday evening at her 
residence. 

The Chaussier String Band will furnish the music. The ball will take place in 
the large pavilion recently erected for that purpose. Lover of the mazy dance will 
fine there, excellent music." (April 7, 1888) Plaquemines Parish, La. 

 
There is a function in which the string band of Chaussier and the Sweet 

Sixteen Brass Band furnish music - the string band for the dancing and the brass 
band for 'open air music': 

 
"The Chaussier String Band of our town will furnish the dance music while 

the Sweet Sixteen Brass Band have offered their gratuitous services and will furnish 
the open air music." (May 26, 1888) Plaquemines Parish, La. 

 
There was an active music scene in Plaquemines Parish and the town of Point 

a la Hache in lower Plaquemines Parish, La. Its main contributor was Robert 
Hingle. He was the bandleader and also the editor of the town newspaper. He gives 
a very good account of his band's activities each issue. He is the leader of brass and 
string bands as well as the St. Thomas Catholic Church's choir and music program. 
One of his musical groups is called the Sweet Sixteen Orchestra (SSO). 
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During the time that the Sweet Sixteen Brass Band was active, a small 
splinter group existed called the Sweet Sixteen Orchestra. The SSO, which included 
members of the SSBB, played for activities and events that did not warrant a large 
brass band but a smaller, more delicate ensemble. Thus the SSO was formed by 
Robert Hingle. This group consisted of Robert Hingle-violin, A. J. Badeaux-
clarinet, Paul Badeaux-flute, Cleophas Hingle-cornet, Stanley Hingle-1st alto, 
Emmett Hingle-2nd alto and R. Hingle-bass. This smaller group was formed to play 
for dances and to accompany the church choirs at St. Thomas. It is interesting that 
Hingle uses two alto horns in the SSO. These were brass instruments that were used 
exclusively in the brass band and it is the first time that I have seen alto horns used 
in a dance band/orchestral setting. I think it was due to the fact that there were not 
capable musicians to play in this group as it was a small town and limited as to 
available musicians. The orchestra was active from June 9, 1888 to well into the 20th 
century. 

 
The Parker String Band of Lake Providence plays for a grand ball: 
 
"On Thursday evening next there will be a grand ball at Providence Fire Co. 

Hall, where everybody is expected to call, old and young, large and small, to 
patronize the Parker String Band, who have always been prompt on hand with 
music that out vies the spheres, to charm the young and those in years, and drive 
away life's carking cares." (June 30, 1888) Lake Providence, La. 

 
The Page Band furnishes music for what is called the "closing Exercises": 
 

"School of Infant Jesus closing exercises. Prof. Page's String Band filled the 
ears of the willing listeners with sweetest music." (August 9, 1888) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The Parker String Band plays for an entertainment: 
 
"A very elegant and recherche entertainment was given by Hon. J. M. 

Kennedy and wife at their residence on Thursday night. Parker's excellent string 
band discoursed sweet music." (August 11, 1888) Lake Providence, La. 

 
We read that one of the string bands of Lake Providence is making rapid 

improvement and are compared with other bands in the city: 
 
"The string band is certainly making rapid improvement, and plays many 

places with as much case and artistic finish as many of the city bands. The young 
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men deserve credit for their energetic application and should be heartily supported 
by our town's people." (August 11, 1888) Lake Providence, La. 

 
The Chaussier String Band plays along with two brass bands for a benefit 

fair for the Pt. Hache Colored Brass Band: 
 
"Fair - For the benefit of the Pt. Hache Brass Band (colored) will begin on the 

1st and 2nd of Sept. Music will be furnished by the Texas and Pt. Hache Brass 
Bands and the Chaussier String Band." (August 18, 1888) Plaquemines Parish, La. 

 
The Providence String Band plays for a German: 
 
"A German was given by Mr. E. H. Daigle at his residence on Belle Meade 

Plantation last Thursday night. Excellent music furnished by the Providence String 
Band." (Sept. 1, 1888) Lake Providence, La. 

 

We find a band from New Orleans playing on the North Shore of Lake 
Pontchartrain: 

 
"Gauthier House, Orpheon Francais String Band. Prof. Geo. L. O'Connell, 

Eugene Medal (Sic: He will become a local citizen, moving to Covington and 
directing the string band in town.) Members: H. Wehrmunn, Jas. Voorhies, H. 
Volk, Ernest Dusse, I. H. Barbey, And O. J. Legendre.-musicians. "Coney Island 
Polka," "Armge Ployey," "Votre Arls," "Norma," and "Spring Serenade." (Sept. 8, 
1888) St. Tammany, La. 

 
Armstead Chaussier, a violinist of the highest musicianship, while living in Pt. 

a la Hache, participated in the various cultural activities of the town. He was active 
in helping the Sweet Sixteen Brass Band, serving on a committee on music for the 
SSBB Fair. His orchestra, combined with the Sweet Sixteen Orchestra, became a 
'pit' orchestra for the drama club's production of HMS Pinafore: 

 
"HMS Pinafore - the SSO and the Chaussier Orchestra have combined for 

this occasion and will constitute the instrumentation." (Oct. 6, 1888) Plaquemines, 
La. 

 
The Parker String Band plays for a dance called a 'recherech ball': 
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'On Wednesday, the 18th, The Parker String Band will give a recherech ball 
at Firemen's Hall. The music will be select, and every effort will be made by the 
members of the band to make the occasion one of the brightest, best and most 
enjoyable of the season, therefore every body should attend and help along the band 
that has contributed so much to the actual pleasure of our people. Admission 50 
cents." (Dec. 8, 1888) Lake Providence, La. 

 
There is another article about the above dance. This write-up gives the 

instrumentation of this particular string band: 
 
"The music performed by Parker's String Band, is without doubt as good as 

could be desired. The instruments embrace: 1 & 2 violins, cornet and tenor horns, 1 
viola and one guitar and on the night of the 18th at firemen's Hall, the boys will 
make them talk delightfully. Don't fail to go to the grand ball." (Dec. 15, 1888) Lake 
Providence, La. 

 
A 'splendid' string band plays for a ball: 
 
"Ball, K. of L. A splendid string band will discourse sweet music throughout 

the evening." (Dec. 29, 1888) Monroe, La. 
 
It is interesting to read that the Parker String Band includes an alto horn. 

This is usually a brass band instrument. We might theorize that it was due either 
the particular musician wanted to play in the band; or that there were only so many 
musicians in the small town; or that he is playing the trombone part on the alto 
horn, not knowing how to play the slide positions on a trombone. We read about 
this band playing at Firemen's Hall: 

 
"Entertainment - Young ladies residence of Mrs. Chas. R. Egelly. After 

supper the young ladies with their escorts repaired to the Firemen's Hall, where 
they had in readiness. Parker's String Band, which discoursed sweet music until the 
wee 'small' hours of morning." (Jan. 5, 1889) Lake Providence, La. 

 

It is good to read next that the work of a band is appreciated. We see this 
appreciation by the fact that the Lake Providence String Band is given a bouquet of 
flowers: 
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"The Providence String Band had a beautiful pyramidal bouquet of fragrant 
flowers presented to them this week. Mr. Park is very proud of the posies." (April 
27, 1889) Lake Providence, La. 

 
One of the most talented and respected musicians in Baton Rouge is Prof. J. 

Fourrier. He was the leader of the Independent Silver Cornet Band, a brass band 
that was one of the best in the state. He was also able to play dance music He 
organizes a new orchestra. It is not called a string band but we find an item listing 
the members of the orchestra. From this list we can see that it is a small orchestra, 
the same as a string band, which indeed it is. 

This new orchestra directed by J. Fourrier (the present leader of the ISCB) is 
named the "Pansy Circle Orchestra" and plays for a benefit: 

 
"Benefit - Pansy Circle Orchestra - Messrs. J. A. Fourrier, J. P. Holmes, 

Duggan Baron, J. M. Fourrier, L. Hopkins, E. Gramauf, and L. Gravoy." (June 9, 
1889) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
Another string band is organized in West Baton Rouge, La., but there is no 

name given - but we do have a list of the names of the musicians in the band: 
 
"West Baton Rouge: Some of the gentlemen of the parish met last Tuesday 

night and organized a string band, with the following members and officers: (Sic: 
these officers also play in the band) J. E. LeBlanc, Jr., president and musical 
director, Trabler Burns, vice-president; Guy Hebert, secretary; Caesar Cazes, 
treasurer; members: Henry Gassie, John P. Landry, Octave Levert, Ben Landry, 
Louis Daigle, Stewart Burns and Calvin K Schwing. (Sic: 11-piece string band) 

The band has purchased a fine Emerson piano from Julius Hart's agent in 
Baton Rouge, and all other necessary musical instruments, and at their next 
meeting will give the band a name." (June 27, 1889) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The Florandville String Band plays a serenade: 
 
"We acknowledge the compliment of a delight serenade last Saturday night 

by the talented Floranville String Band." (Nov. 2, 1889) St Tammany Parish, La. 
 
 

In our next article we read the name of a brass band given first, which in reality is 
the string band ensemble of the brass band: 
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"Tournament and ballgame. Morgan's well-known Vicksburg Band was in 

attendance on the ground and discoursed many melodies. There were at one time 
105 couples on the floor moving around to the magic measure of Morgan's String 
Band." (Nov. 2, 1889) Lake Providence, La. 

 
An interesting item appears in the Plaquemines Parish newspaper about a 

string band playing for both white and colored citizens who dance on separate 
platforms: 

 
"Fair for benefit of St. Patrick's Church in Home Place - (sic: A 

French/American settlement). Two dancing platforms - one for white the other for 
the colored will be provided. A string band has been procured for the occasion." 
(Nov. 30, 1889) Plaquemines Parish, La. 

 
The Young Men of Baton Rouge give a hop with music furnished by the Page 

Band: 
 
"Young men's hop at Prof. Edward's Hall. Page's Band discoursed its 

sweetest music." (Dec. 25, 1889) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
A Prof. Gloria arrives in Natchez, Tennessee and brings his three piece string 

band: 
 
"Prof. Gloria, T. F. in Natchez - head of a splendid string band of three pieces 

which is prepared to furnish music for balls, parties, etc." (Jan. 15, 1890) Natchez, 
Tennessee 

 
This same Prof. Gloria is hired to tutor a young string band in Vidalia, La: 
 
"We are informed that several of the young men in Vidalia have placed 

themselves under the tuition of Professor Gloria for the purpose of forming a string 
band. We trust they will become proficient musicians, and during the coming 
summer nights we may often have their serenades-from the opposite shore." (Feb. 
18, 1890) Natchez, Tennessee 

 
There is a ball given that uses a string band to furnish dance music: 
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"The Morrant String Band of Lafourche will make music for Poverty Point 
Ball Saturday night next and the Paincourtville Brass Band will entertain things on 
Sunday with strains of sweet music." (June 28, 1890) Thibodaux, La. 

 
A string Band from the West Bank of the Miss. River (across from Baton 

Rouge) plays for a dance in Thibodaux, La.” 
 
"Wednesday, Bachelor's Club picnic and dance. A fine string band from 

Plaquemine was present and furnished splendid music for the mazey dancers." 
(August 16, 1890) Thibodaux, La. 

 
 
In the town of Houma, La. there is also a string band: 
 
"Odd Fellows installation - dance followed. Music was furnished by a string 

band from Houma that was engaged for the occasion." (July 23, 1891) Houma, La. 
 
There is also a string band in New Iberia: 
 
"Excursion - Lafayette to Thibodaux - dancing Freeman's Hall to fine music 

by the Iberia String Band." (Sept., 1891) Thibodaux, La. 
 
We next read of Prof. Fourrier's group. This is an eight-piece orchestra and 

in our next item is it also known as the Baton Rouge Symphony. In research we 
have to take what a musical group is called with 'a grain of salt’, as the name given 
does not always mean what it might mean to us today. Another example would be 
the high school in this era was often called a college. We can safely say that 
Fourrier's group is a dance ensemble and we shall notate it as a string band safely. 
The orchestra, being larger also can be used as a 'pit' orchestra for shows and 
minstrels.  

The orchestra plays for a minstrel show: 
 
"Mammoth Minstrels tonight. Prof. Fourrier and his superb orchestra will 

furnish the music." (Oct. 16, 1891) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
Other string band is organized in Baton rouge, La. and is called the 

"Nightingale String Band" 
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"Nightingale String band - Organized last evening and celebrates its 
inception in the music circles with a serenade. The Nightingale String Band of this 
city organized last evening and celebrated its birth by serenading several of its 
friends during the night. The band is composed of Messrs. Moran, Russian guitar; 
Isidore Alazan, Egyptian harmonica; Louis Kretz, Jr., Spanish triangle; Benton 
Booth, Ventitian harmonica; Stanley Hopkins, bass violin; Andrew Gangloff, jr., 
triangle, Chas. E. Bauer, Italian Floote: Henry Hopkins, African Bones. About 9 
o'clock the band started out on its serenading tour..." (Nov. 24, 1891) Baton Rouge, 
La. 

 
There is an advertisement in the paper for the Page Band: 
 
"Music - Page's String Band will furnish music for soirees, party, ball, etc. All 

latest dances - for prices, etc. address, J. R. Baron, manager, Box 48, Baton Rouge." 
(Dec. 11, 1891) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The Chaussier String Band of Pt. a la Hache is still active and in a brief item 

we read that they play for a ball 
 
"Redmen Ball at Court House - Chaussier String Band." (Feb. 18, 1892) 

Plaquemines Parish, La. 
 
There is another ball sponsored by the Fire Company and they use a string 

orchestra: 
 
"Hook & Ladder Ball. After the doors were opened a few minutes the floor 

manager gave the signal and the string band hired for the occasion played the 
beautiful waltz "Over the Waves" and from then until three o'clock had come, all 
happy hearts were made glad." (June 4, 1892) Thibodaux, La. 

 
The organization of a string band is read about in Mandeville, on the North 

Shore of Lake Pontchartrain, La.: 
 
"Several of our gay (Sic: meaning happy) young gallants are talking of 

organizing a string band. Go ahead boys; it's just what we want." (June 17, 1892) 
Mandeville, La. 

 
The organization of the string band in Mandeville is accomplished and 

officers are elected among its musicians: 
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"Well, it's all settled; Mandeville is really going to have a string band of its 

own. The officers have all been elected as follows: Eddie Smith-president, Herman 
levy-vice president, G. R. Pairson-2nd vice president, Alphonse G. Depres-
secretary, John Depres-treasurer, Simon Smith- corresponding secretary. They are 
to have two professors from the city. Hurry up boys, surprise us with a 'chune.' 
They are to have a grand ball too. We received an invitation this morning. It will be 
given at Jackson Park next Saturday night and will be for the benefit of their band 
fund. Ladies free. Gentlemen 25 cents." (July 1, 1892) Mandeville, La. 

 
In the same issue of the St. Tammany. La. Farmer Newspaper, there is an 

announcement of this ball: 
 
"A grand ball will be given at Jackson Park in Mandeville. The enterprising 

young gentlemen comprising the band are deserving of liberal encouragement and 
there should be a large attendance." (July 1, 1892) Mandeville, La. 

 
We read of the organization in Covington, La. of a new string band: 
 
"We learn that a number of young gentlemen have organized a string band 

under the tutorship of Prof. L. Medal." (Nov. 26, 1892) Covington, La. 
 
The newspaper often mentions string bands playing for dances but do not 

always give the names of the bands. We include these unnamed bands as further 
evidence of the activities of the many string bands that are organizing and playing 
various activities. There are many articles that just state that an orchestra or band 
plays for a dance without giving the type of band that is playing. During this time 
we can safely say that these are the same types of string band, with the 
instrumentation perhaps being slightly different but nonetheless, string bands. 

 
We next read of a string band playing on board a steamer: 
 

"Mardi Gras by boat - Steamer Docotch with a string band on board." (Feb. 
10, 1893) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
This string band, under Prof. Medal, met for a rehearsal: 
 
"STRING BAND - The members of the string band assembled at the 

residence of their talented instructor, Mr. Eugene Medal, last Tuesday evening, it 
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being rehearsal night, and rendered a variety of choice musical selections. The 
program was an extensive one, and comprised a full list of dance music, including 
marches and overtures, all of which were performed in a most creditable manner. 
The band has made wonderful progress during the short space of time it has been 
organized and the prospects are that Covington will soon be able to boast of a 1st 
class string band, which will be quite an acquisition and lend additional charm to 
our entertainments. We learn that they will soon give a delightful parlor musicale, 
to display talent. When invitations are extended don't forget to 'think of me.' 
“(March 18, 1893) Covington, La. 

 
A string band from Natchez travels to Vidalia, La. to play for a dance: 
 
"Dance in Vidalia Wednesday night. A fine string band from Natchez 

brought by young men of Natchez to Vidalia." (April 14, 1893) Vidalia, La. 
 
One of the most popular forms of entertainment is the Fair. Most of the time 

is given to raise money for churches, civic organizations or musical organizations. 
One such Fair uses both brass and string bands, most probably the string band 
plays for the dance that usually follows a Fair or for dancing during the Fair: 

 
"Fair - Public School Fair. There will be three bands in attendance: the 

Lockport Union Brass Band, the Thibodaux Band, and a colored string band from 
Napoleonville." (June 8, 1893) Thibodaux, La. 

 
In Mandeville, La., on the North Shore of Lake Pontchartrain organizes a 

new string band: 
 
"Well, it's all settled. Mandeville is really going to have a string band of its 

own. The officers have all been elected as follows: Eddie smith-president, Herman 
Levy-vice president, John Depre-treasurer, Simon Smith-corresponding secretary. 
They are to have two professors from the city. Hurry up boys, surprise us with a 
'chune.' They are to have a grand ball too. We received an invitation this morning. 
It will be given at Jackson Park, next Saturday night and will be for the benefit of 
their band fund. Ladies free. Gentlemen 25 cents." (July 1, 1893) Mandeville, La. 

 
We learn that the band will be called the Surprise String Band: 
 
"A grand ball will be given at Jackson Park in Mandeville next Saturday 

night for the benefit of the Surprise String Band. The enterprising young gentlemen 
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comprising the band are deserving of liberal encouragement and there should be a 
large attendance." (July 1, 1893) Mandeville, La. 

 
The Surprise String Band next gives an entertainment for their benefit: 
 
"A grand ball will be given at Jackson Park in Mandeville next Saturday 

night for the benefit of the Surprise String Band. The enterprising young gentlemen 
comprising the band deserving of liberal encouragement and there should be a 
large attendance." (July 1, 1893) Mandeville, La. 

 
Prof. Gloria’s Natchez string band plays a serenade for the editor of the 

newspaper: 
 
"This office was treated to a delightful serenade by Prof. Gloria and his 

stringed band last evening." (July 4, 1893) Natchez, Tennessee 
 
We read that Covington, La. is a very musical town. It possesses a brass band 

and a string band along with other musical talents: 
 
"There is music in the air in Covington. We have a brass band, a string band 

and in nearly every house there is a piano, organ, violin, guitar or flute or some 
other musical instrument and there are a number of fine vocalists." (August 12, 
1893) Covington, La. 

 
It is confusing at times to separate one band from another. We had previous 

mentioned a string band called the Baton Rouge String Band, mentioned on June 3, 
1881. We have another string band called the Baton Rouge String Band. This is 
probably not the same band as it is just recently organized and is mentioned on 
August 16, 1893: 

 
"The Baton Rouge String Band, just organized in this city, is composed of 

prominent young gentlemen who have belonged to one or other of the bands or 
orchestras of this city, and the purpose of this organization is to furnish music for 
social gatherings and parties. We understand that Mr. S. T. Hopkins has been 
selected as the manager. The entire membership are expert musicians, and the 
success of the organization is an assured fact." (August 16, 1893) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The Covington String Band, under the direction of Prof. Medal, is now called 

the "Parlor String Band": 
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"The 'Parlor String Band' under the leadership of Prof. E. Medal is 

progressing nicely and is already producing some very nice music." (Sept. 23, 1893) 
Covington, La. 

 
The Surprise String Band gives a grand ball: 
 
"The Surprise String Band of Mandeville will give a grand ball at Jackson 

Park on Saturday, Oct. 21st for the benefit of the band fund. 25 cents admission." 
(Oct. 7, 1893) Mandeville, La. 

 
Another new band is organized but we find in the second mentioning that it 

almost immediately disbands. The band, in need of new instruments, disbands 
temporarily until their new instruments arrive: 

 
"On 3rd. Street at 4:00 could be heard sweet music. The instruments used 

were of new pattern and were ordered specially by Mr. Louis Kretz for the Q. S. 
Orchestra who will nightly go the rounds." (Oct. 12, 1893) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"The Q. S. Band has temporarily disbanded, having disposed of their 

instrument last Saturday night. This excellent band, however, has ordered a new 
and complete outfit and on the arrival of same will be open for engagements of all 
kinds where 1st class music is desired and appreciated. For all information apply 
to: Prof. Jules Roux." (Oct. 12, 1893) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
Prof. Gloria's String Band travels to Vidalia, La. to play for an 

entertainment: 
 
"Entertainment in Vidalia - benefit of Rectory fund. There will be fine music 

by Prof. Gloria's excellent orchestra." (Nov. 7, 1893) Natchez, Tennessee 
 
The local brass band in Madisonville, La. gives an entertainment and uses a 

string band: 
 
"Entertainment for the brass band on Dec. 29th. Music will be furnished by a 

first class string band from the city. The Livery Stable Five, lead by Prof. Fortune." 
(Dec. 16, 1893) Madisonville, La. 

 
A dance is held using Gloria's String Band: 
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"Reyville Knights of Phytias installation and dance. Prof. Gloria's Orchestra 

went up from Natchez to furnish the music for the occasion." (Jan. 20, 1894) 
Natchez, Tennessee 

 

A Cadet hop at L.S.U. engages the Page Band: 
 
"Cadet Hop at L.S.U. at University pavilion. Page's Band furnished the 

music." (April 4, 1894) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The Duncan/Airis Orchestra plays a serenade. This article gives the 

instrumentation of the group: 
 
"A serenade - The democrats desires to acknowledge the compliment of a 

delightful serenade tendered to it on Friday morning by Duncan Airis superb 
orchestra. The band is composed as follows: Leader (1st violin-D. Harris, cornet 
German Bernal, 2nd violin-Linton Ruble; bass-Will Thomas; viola-Billy Gibson." 
(April 20, 1894) Natchez, Tennessee 

 
The Surprise String Band announced in the paper that they will be giving a 

ball: 
 
"Quite a few social events this season. The Surprise String Band is to take the 

lead, and will give a ball the latter part of next month." (April 28, 1894) St. 
Tammany Parish, La. 

 
A string band plays for an excursion: 
 
"River Excursion of Trinity Sunday School. A string band will accompany 

the excursionists." (April 29, 1894) Natchez, Tennessee 
 
There is a benefit for the Mandeville String Band: 
 
"Benefit for Mandeville String Band Club, June 26. Jackson Park for a 

success." (June 9, 1894) Mandeville, La. 
 
The Gloria String Band is mentioned in an article about an excursion and 

repast: 
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"Excursion from various points from North La.  Chief event however was the 
grand reception and banquet at "the Natchez' delicious strains of Prof. Gloria's 
orchestral band and the exquisite music made the repast all the more acceptable." 
(June 17, 1894) Natchez, Tennessee 

 
Another town, Gibson, La., also has a string band: 
 
"Several of the Gibson boys are endeavoring to organize a string band. An 

entertainment was given Saturday night for the benefit and was socially and 
financially a success." (June 28, 1894) Gibson, La. 

 
The Mandeville String Band elects officer for the band: 
 
"Mandeville String Band election. G. R. Poirson-president, E. Smith-vice 

president, A. G. Depre-secretary, and J. Depre-treasurer." (June 30, 1894) 
Mandeville, La. 

 
There is a soiree dansante in which the Point Coupee String Band provides 

the music: 
 
"A soiree dansante was given last Friday evening at the hospitable home of 

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Vignes in honor of their fair guest. Delicious music was 
furnished by the Point Coupee String Band, lead by Mr. Leo Buquoi..." (August 25, 
1894) Point Coupee, La. 

 
A new band the Eclipse String Band organizes in a nearby town near 

Covington: 
 
"The Eclipse String Band has been organized at the Liberty Settlement with 6 

pieces and understand they will shortly give an entertainment and ball for the 
purpose of buying instruments. The members of the band are: Thomas 
Montgomery, Leonard Oalmann, Frank Biery, Richard Meadow, Joseph Beck and 
John Wallake." (Sept. 1, 1894) St. Tammany Parish, La. 

 
We find bands from out of town are hired to play in Baton Rouge. Whether it 

is the desire to hire an out of town band because they like the sound of the band and 
its reputation, or because there is no band is available locally, is hard to say.  
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Most towns in Southern Louisiana have string bands. One of the best is the 
string band led by Claiborne Williams of Donaldsonville. This band is hired to play 
a reception at a private home: 

 
"Reception at Posey's home under the inspiring strains of the famed 

Donaldsonville St. Joseph String Band." (Sept. 18, 1894) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
An unnamed string band plays for a dance at a private residence: 
 

"Dance at the home of Mr. John Pecue, music furnished by a fine string 
band." (Sept. 28, 1894) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
A string band from Bayou Sara plays for a grand ball: 
 
"Entertainment at Lakeside by Mite Society, Nov. 14th. Music by Bayou Sara 

String Band." (Nov. 10, 1894) Bayou Sara, La. 
 
What is simply called a social affair uses the Page Band for its music: 
 
"Page's Band plays for a 'social affair' at the Franks." (Nov. 28, 1894) Baton 

Rouge, La. 
 
The Firemen of Baton Rouge, La. give another ball using an unnamed string 

band: 
 
"Firemen's Ball will feature a 'good string band.' “(Feb. 8, 1895) Baton 

Rouge, La. 
 
We hear of a string band called the Jackson String Band of Kentwood, La.  

playing for a birthday party and dance: 
 
"An enjoyable time was spent at the home of Mrs. Loula Guwaug Tuesday 

night, it being the celebration of 4th birthday. The Jackson String Band discoursed 
sweet music and dancing was indulged in until the 'wee small hours' when 27 young 
folks departed." (March 2, 1895) Kentwood, La. 

 

The Eclipse String Band plays a serenade for their friends: 
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"The Eclipse String Band of Liberty Settlement serenaded friends in 
Covington Tuesday night." (March 9, 1895) St. Tammany Parish, La. 

 
The Eclipse String Band plays a benefit for their band: 
 
"Grand fancy dress masquerade and calico ball. St. Joseph night, March 

19th, by the Eclipse String Band, benefit for the band fund. Music furnished by the 
Herrman Oalmann String Band of 4 pieces." (March 16, 1895) St. Tammany 
Parish, La. 

 
The Mandeville String Band plays for a birthday party: 
 
"Birthday party for Evellyn Band. Music by the Mandeville String Band was 

a delightful adjunct." (April 27, 1895) Mandeville, La. 
 
Abita Springs is a small town near Covington, La. They open a new pavilion 

and use a string band for music: 
 
"Mr. W. G. Biery's opening a first class refreshment stand in dancing 

pavilion at Abita Springs. Grand Opening, May 12th. Music by a fine string band 
from the city." (May 11, 1895) Abita Springs, La. 

 
We next read of “Pat's String Band" playing in Thibodaux: 
 
"Pat's String Band was out last Monday night and favored each of their many 

friends with a delightful serenade." (May 23, 1895) Thibodaux, La. 
 
The L.S.U. Cadets hold a dance at the L.S.U. Pavilions and use a string band 

for music: 
 
"L.S.U. Cadets hold a dance at the 'Pavilion' on Friday, May 24. There was 

beautiful music played by a first class string band, a spicy mixture of the latest 
fancy dances." (May 26, 1995) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
In the New Roads paper we read of the Lettsworth String Band and the small 

article gives the instrumentation - that of an all string band with no woodwind or 
brass included: 
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"The Lettsworth String Band will meet on Thursday evening 2:00. The band 
is composed of: Miss Minnie Cain, lead violin; accompanied on bass violin, 2nd 
violin, guitar and autoharps by Messrs. Y. A. Mounger, W. P. Cain and C. E. Pratt, 
and Misses Ila Mounger, A. B. Cain and little Mary & Helen Cain." (June 1, 1895) 
New Roads, La. 

 
We read of a new String Band, the "Eureka String Band" in Covington: 
 
"The Eureka String Band recently organized in Covington will give first 

entertainment in town hall august 10th for the benefit of band fund." (July 27, 
1895) Covington, La. 

 
Thibodaux is in Lafourche Parish, La. We find a string band named after the 

part of the Thibodaux area called Lafourche Crossing, the place a train bridge was 
located: 

 
"Calico Party. Lafourche Crossing. Music was furnished by the Lafourche 

String Band." (August 15, 1895) Thibodaux, La. 
 
The Eureka Band of St. Tammany Parish, La. gives their entertainment: 
 
"Entertainment by Eureka String Band most enjoyable affair. Masters 

Portune, Planche, Ed. Kentzel, Jules Pechon, Louis Heinta and Mrs. Myra 
Richards." (August 17, 1895) St. Tammany Parish, La. 

 
The Surprise String Band has a grand ball: 
 
"Surprise String Band grand ball at Castle Hall (Jackson Park), Mandeville, 

for their band fund." (August 24, 1895) St. Tammany Parish, La. 
 
The Oalmann String Band plays at Simon's Hotel for a birthday party: 
 
"At Simon's Hotel. Mrs. Jeanne Wagnon's 17th birthday party. Oalmann's 

String Band was in attendance, giving forth sweet music." (Sept. 5, 1895) St. 
Tammany Parish, La. 

 
A new string band is mentioned - the 'Odgen String Band': 
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"Odgen Light Guard at armory - general inspection. Beautiful music was 
furnished during the evening by the Ogden String Band." (Oct. 3, 1895) Baton 
Rouge, La. 

 
We read that Pat's String Band is disbanded: 
 
"Daily Home Journal of Plaquemine, La: "Pat's String Band, which was for a 

time the pride of its leader’s heart has been disbanded by mutual consent. It 
consisted of only 2 members, Omar Patureau and Willie Webre who made some 
very nice music on the mandolin and guitar. Omar was the leader and now says that 
the organization is a thing of the past." (Oct. 10, 1895) Thibodaux, La. 

 
A local St. Tammany Parish, La string band plays for a hayride: 
 
"Hayride - wagon loaded with hay, pretty girls, candy, peanuts, etc. and a 

string band." (Oct. 24, 1895) St Tammany Parish, La. 
 
The Chaussier String Band, now going by the name of the Manhattan 

Minstrel Orchestra and led by Chaussier, plays for a fair and we are given their 
instrumentation: 

 
"At the Grand Fair held last Sunday at Buras, the music was furnished by the 

Manhattan Minstrel Orchestra of New Orleans under the leadership of a Pt. a la 
Hache boy, Mr. Armstead Chaussier, who is today a musician of remarkable 
ability. The members of the band are: E. Brunet-flute, A. T. Hebert-trombone, A. 
Chaussier-1st violin, T. Reedon-2nd violin, G. Bondue-cornet, L. Vascarig-clarinet, 
and F. Reedon-bass. The music of this orchestra is excellent and their rendition of 
Poet and Peasant overture and a selection from the Opera Il Trovatore was 
exceptionally meritorious." (Nov. 2, 1895) Plaquemines Parish, La. 

 
We find out in the next article that the band is not the Eclipse String Band 

but the Climax String Band: 
 
"Recent benefit for Miss Mary Belle Pool not Eclipse String Band but the 

newly organized Climax String Band. Frank Biery, W. G. Biery, Leonard 
Ohllmann, Frank Brown, Eugene Morin and Peter Leche." (Dec. 22, 1895) St. 
Tammany Parish, La. 

 
The Mandeville. String Band plays for a school entertainment: 
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"After Mrs. Dyer's girl’s school entertainment at Castle Hall. Help from the 

Mandeville String Band." (Jan. 11, 1896) Mandeville, La. 
 
We read of another new orchestra - 'Aeolian Club Orchestra': 
 
"Prof. Leroy's Dancing Academy Social, Saturday night. Prof. has secured 

the Aeolian club Orchestra, the swell orchestra." (Jan. 31, 1896) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
A dance is held at a town near Donaldsonville, La. and this affair is to get a 

string band from Donaldsonville: 
 
"Dance at Bayou Goula. Dr. Alvery in Donaldsonville to get the string band 

for Wednesday." (Feb. 3, 1896) Donaldsonville, La. 
 
The St. Joseph String Band of Donaldsonville, La. plays the last day of a 

bazaar: 
 
"Bazaar closes. During the early part of the evening the Independent Brass 

and Reed Band gave a fine concert and later on the St. Joseph String Band played 
for the dancing which was kept up until after 2 o'clock this morning." (April 10, 
1896) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
The St. Joseph String Band plays for a Leap Year dance: 
 
"Leap Year dance. The music which was excellent was given by the St. Joseph 

String Band." (April 10, 1896) Donaldsonville, La. 
 
A string band, the Ada String Band, plays for a 'delightful' ball: 
 
"The Eureka Social Club of Belle Rose gave a delightful ball at the Esperanga 

Plantation last evening, which was largely attended. The Ada String Band 
furnished the music." (April 16, 1896) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
The Covington String Band serenades on the town: 
 
"The Covington String Band was out last Thursday night, serenading the 

successful candidates, also the editor of the FARMER (newspaper). They have 
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greatly improved in their playing and make excellent music. Many thanks boy, 
come again." (April 25, 1896) Covington, La. 

 
St. Bernard Parish borders Orleans Parish. In this parish there was a string 

band led by Prof. Pardon that is very active from 1896 to 1921 when the good Prof. 
died. We read of his string band playing for a picnic: 

 
"The West End Pleasure Club holds a club picnic in which the Padron's 

String Band furnishes the music." (May 16, 1896) St. Bernard Parish, La. 
 
We read of a string band called the "Martin String Band" as they serenade 

some friends: 
 
"Martin's String Band was out serenading several of our citizens last evening. 

The band contains some excellent vocalists as well as instrumentalist and their 
music is much above the average." (May 25, 1896) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
The Pastime Club has an orchestra and is making a name for themselves: 
 
"Pastime Club - The Pastime Orchestra made up of members of the club, is 

getting to be quite a noted musical organization." (June 30, 1896) Donaldsonville, 
La. 

 
The St. Joseph String Band plays for a party: 
 
"Brilliant Party. Dance given by Miss Felicie Esneault. The dance music was 

furnished by the St. Joseph String Band." (August 8, 1896) Donaldsonville, La. 
 
One of the more popular and respected organizations in New Orleans was the 

Sporer Brass and String band. We read: 
 
"Sporer's Brass and String Band, of the third ward of New Orleans, 

agreeably surprised Mr. Sebastian Roy, the live stock inspector, last Tuesday 
night." (August 22, 1896) St. Tammany Parish, La. 

 
The Covington String Band plays for an entertainment: 
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"Entertainment benefit - St. Peters Church. Dancing after. Excellent music 
for the dance was furnished by the Covington String Band." (August 29, 1896) 
Covington, La. 

 
The St. Germain String Band plays a serenade: 
 
"The St. Germain String Band serenaded Miss H. Hughes and the sweet 

music of this organization was largely enjoyed by the listeners and dancers." (Sept. 
7, 1896) St. Bernard Parish, La. 

 
Martin's String Band plays for a debutante dance: 
 
"Debut dance at Mr. & Mrs. Rave brand of Donaldsonville, the music, which 

was excellent, was furnished by Walter Martin's String Band of this city." (Sept. 18, 
1896) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
There is also a string band in Madisonville, a small town near Covington: 
 
"Grand masquerade soiree in Madisonville at J. W. Badeaux's Central 

pavilion. Music was furnished by the Madisonville String Band. Central Pavilion is 
a new enterprise added to the town, and is getting quite popular, balls being given 
there all summer." (Sept. 19, 1896) Madisonville, La. 

 
The Donaldsonville String Band plays for a party on board a steamer: 
 
"A jolly Steamer Party, Mabel Commeaux. The Donaldsonville String Band 

will be on board." (Oct. 30, 1896) Donaldsonville, La. 
 
In November of 1896 we read of what is called a 'beautiful string band': 
 
"Music by a beautiful string band plays for a dance in honor of Starkville 

football team." (Nov. 21, 1896) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
A string band, unnamed, plays for a private party: 
 

"Friday night - Home of Loudan - dance - sweet music of a string band." 
(Nov. 27, 1896) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The St. Joseph String Band plays for a leap year dance: 
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"Leap Year dance given by young ladies of Donaldsonville. Hook & Ladder 

Friday evening. At 9:30 the grand march was begun, led by Mr. William Terrio and 
Mrs. Loulie Israel followed by about 25 couples, through the novel intricacies of the 
march, the music being furnished by the St. Joseph String Band." (Dec. 6, 1896) 
Donaldsonville, La. 

 
The Covington String Band, as most string bands do, have regular rehearsals: 
 
"The Covington String Band practices regularly and shows marking 

improvement in their playing." (Jan. 16, 1897) Covington, La. 
 
A string band plays a serenade: 
 
"Mr. & Mrs. N. M. Barrier were serenaded by the Kentwood String Band on 

the night of their arrival at their home." (Feb. 6, 1897) Kentwood, La. 
 
There is a colored string band in most of the towns surrounding and near 

New Orleans although we do not read about them as they are not mentioned often 
in the dominant white newspapers of the era. There are colored bands in many of 
the towns mentioned in this study, which include most towns, especially in 
Louisiana. Donaldsonville has a colored string band and we do read about it in the 
local paper: 

 
"Our colored people. There are a few, if any, cities in the south that have a 

better class of resident colored citizens than Donaldsonville. For several years these 
people have shown an ambition to rise that is entirely praiseworthy, and the result 
of their efforts is most marked. Their schools are above the average, both in point of 
instructive ability and in attendance, and the keenest interest is shown in the 
children's progress by their parents. They have also one of the prettiest church 
buildings in the south, presided over by one of the ablest colored pastors in the 
Methodist conference. A great pride is taken in the various church societies, all of 
which are extremely prosperous. In secret societies they are also making their mark 
by the character and earnestness of their membership. Musically, our colored 
people also show in their excellent brass and string bands their wonderful progress. 
Taking everything in consideration, we have reason to feel good." (March 1, 1897) 
Donaldsonville, La. 
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We read of a string band arriving in Shreveport, La. and plays outside in 
what sounds like serenading: 

 
"One of the pleasures of to-day outside of the beautiful weather, was the 

sweet strains of delightful music rendered at several points in the city by a newly 
arrived string band and which was enjoyed by all who heard it." (March 24, 1897) 
Shreveport, La. 

 
There is a complimentary party in which a string band provides music: 
 
"Complimentary party - at home of Steere's. All the while sweet strains of 

music from the string band filled the air. About 9, the young men claimed the hand 
of their respective partners for the waltz and two-step and thence danced on until 
11. The tables were removed, dancing resumed and the "German" began." (March 
28, 1897) Shreveport, La. 

 
String bands continue to be the popular ensemble for dances and serenades in 

1897. We find: 
 
"String Band on serenade, sweetest music imaginable." (March 30, 1897) 

Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The Pardon String Band plays a serenade for the newspaper editor of the 

"Voice": 
 
"The voice serenaded by the Padron String Band, Prof. C. Pardon-leader. 

The excellent music was highly appreciated." (April 24, 1897) St. Bernard Parish, 
La. 

 
The Pardon Band plays for a Ball: 
 
"Ball given by Ursin Pereira. Well attended. Music furnished by the Pardon 

String Band. (At Olbering's Park.)" (April 24, 1897) St. Bernard Parish, La. 
 
There is a hayride with a string band in attendance: 
 
"The little party - A large party of young people chartered the wagonette and 

with a band of string instruments aboard, soon found their way to the country 
lane." (May 23, 1897) Shreveport, La. 
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There is a dance that uses the St. Joseph String Band of Donaldsonville: 
 
"Impromptu dance - Hook & Ladder Hall. Music, which was most excellent, 

was furnished by the crack St. Joseph String Band." (June 11, 1897) 
Donaldsonville, La. 

 
Open-air activities were popular during this era with open-air pavilions or 

platforms built for dancing. Often a dance was held on the lawn of a citizen. We 
read of such a case: 

 
"Open air dance on lawn of Mr. Alabert Esneault. It was 10 o'clock when the 

St. Joseph String Band struck up a spirited march." (July 1, 1897) Donaldsonville, 
La. 

 
The Martin String Band plays again for a concert and also plays a serenade: 
 
"Walter Martin's String Band gave a concert at Sam's Saloon last night that 

was highly enjoyed. Martin's singing coming in for special favor. This band, it is 
understood, has been engaged for serenading by some young men tomorrow 
evening." (July 16, 1897) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
There is a dance with music by a string band: 
 
"Governor's Day - Dance at night. The music which was furnished by a string 

band composed of members of the Lake Charles Co. asserted by some local talent 
from the Trezevants & Caddos was fine." (August 11, 1897) Shreveport, La. 

 
There is a dance at the Hook & Ladder Hall in Donaldsonville with the 

famous Claiborne Williams String Band furnishing the music: 
 
"Dance by Hook and Ladder for Mrs. Maria Poche. The music was furnished 

by the Claiborne Williams String Band and the dancing was kept up until an early 
hour this morning." (Sept. 10, 1897) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
A string band plays for an excursion: 
 
"Excursion - Cinclair Refinery. A string band was taken along, and it was but 

a few minutes after the arrival of the party before a beautiful waltz was played, and 
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many a couple showed their appreciation by getting out on the smooth floor and 
danced." (Dec. 8, 1897) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
There is a grand fair in Sunrise, La. in which a string band furnishes the 

music: 
 
"Grand Fair - Lady of Good Harbor Catholic Church. A fine string band 

from the city will furnish the music at Albert Rederick's Hall in Sunrise." (Dec. 8, 
1897) Plaquemines Parish, La. 

 
The St. Joseph String Band of Donaldsonville furnishes the music for a soiree 

dansante at the Hook & Ladder Hall (the local fire department hall): 
 
"The soiree dansante given at Hook & Ladder Hall last night by several of 

our popular young gentlemen did not attract a very large attendance of our fair sex 
on account of the inclemency of the weather. There were only 5 or 6 young ladies 
present and they had a most enjoyable time. The affair broke up at a late hour. The 
St. Joseph String Band furnished excellent music for the occasion." (Dec. 9, 1897) 
Donaldsonville, La. 

 
Many clubs give dances and of course use a string band: 
 
"Merry Club - limited initial ball. Shortly before 9:00 of the St. Joseph String 

Band struck up the grand march." (Dec. 27, 1897) Donaldsonville, La. 
 
We find the instrumentation of Prof. Mesmer's String Band listed in the St. 

Bernard paper: "piano, banjo, mandolin, guitar, violin, flute, clarinet and cornet." 
(Jan. 1, 1898) St. Bernard, La. 

 
There are many entries of bands playing for dances that are not called string 

bands but should be classified as string bands. Some may be smaller in size, 
different in instrumentation but most regularly organized bands contain a similar 
instrumentation (violin, clarinet, flute, cornet, trombone, bass, drums and piano) as 
they are usually playing the published dance arrangements. Many bands have an 
arranger within the band. These arrangements helped to standardize the dance 
ensemble. For many years the dance ensemble remains the same: violin, flute, 
clarinet, cornet trombone, bass, piano and drums. As the repertoire changed so did 
the instrumentation with the cornet taking the lead there really was no need for 
doubling which both the violin and flute did. The clarinet, in the published 
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arrangements seldom had the lead and continued to play the style that was assigned 
to him in the written arrangements, often obbligato like parts, thus creating the 
clarinet style in the 6 piece jazz band. The trombone usually was assigned a quasi-
bass line with some passages in a quasi-counter melody style (similar to the baritone 
in the brass band). With the use of the piano or guitar, there really was no need for 
other instruments to complete the harmony. Thus the 6 piece jazz band evolved. It 
would remain unchanged until the introduction of the saxophone around the time of 
the First World War around 1916. 

We have not given all the numerous articles found that do not definitely state 
the use of the string band by name, unless the article states it is a brass band (which 
is becoming an ensemble that no longer plays for dancing but parades, processions, 
concerts, etc.). We can assume it is some form of the string band. We can safely 
assume that it is a string band that furnishes the music for the dance. It is around 
1917 that bands begin to be called jazz bands. As more saxophones are added we 
see the evolving of arranging as the prime ingredient of dance music. Larger dance 
orchestras are evolving, going from one saxophone (who first just doubled and 
played mostly obbligato parts) to two, then three, then four and five saxophones. 
Most bands begin using saxophones, increasing the traditional 6 piece jazz band to 
7 pieces or more. These groups, with the emerging saxophone section, develop into 
the 'big band' of the twenties. It is not until the late 'swing' era that we have a 
return to a smaller, impromptu ensemble as an answer to the lack of solo 
improvising not found as often in the 'big bands arrangements, this period being 
known as the Bebop era of Jazz history.' 

Thus the dance ensemble, earlier called the string band, goes into two  
directions; one the continued growth into the big bands and two; the 
standardization of the 6 and 7 piece ensemble of the Dixieland type of ensemble. 

In Baton Rouge as in New Orleans and other cities near New Orleans, string 
bands continue to be the medium used for dancing. Dancing remains the most 
popular form of social activity and will remain so thought the 20's and 30's. In this 
era (to about 1917) we find numerous dances being given that mention a string 
band by name. It was usually understand that a string band would be the type of 
orchestra playing for dancing. When it is a brass band or solo piano furnishing the 
music we have mention of that type of music being used. Rarely is it anything but a 
string band that plays the music for dancers. When the style of dancing develops we 
find that the string band evolves into the jazz band, mostly in name only and we 
find a change in the repertoire of these dance bands, and within the period of a 
week, a band would change its name from ‘string band’ to ‘jazz band.’ 

Dances were referred to by different names. They were called: dances, hops, 
dansantes, cotillion, Germans, balls, and it was understood that after most social 
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activities there would be a dance to follow with music from a string band. String 
bands also played for more formal musical affairs such as minstrel shows, picnics, 
excursions, furnishing music for drama productions, tableauxs, receptions, parties, 
etc. The Brass Bands are now used mostly for parades and concerts. There will 
come a time when the brass band, (now developing into a concert band), will no 
longer be civic organizations but school organizations. The time of the town band is 
coming to a close and will only exist as 'Community Bands,' playing for special 
events such as the Fourth of July Celebrations, and other holidays, as well as special 
concerts. 

The German was a specialized dance, somewhat like the old western square 
dance in that there were dance leaders that lead the group through certain standard 
dance figures, steps, or formations that also included some original figures by the 
leader. There were other dances done during a German. There was German Clubs 
(like the L.S.U. German Club) that met regularly and worked on new and intricate 
figures. We read: 

 
"German by L.S.U. German Club at Pavilion. A fine string band furnished 

music for the dancing." (March 20, 1898) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
Political rallies and affairs used bands to attract the crowds and even string 

bands were used as serenading bands: 
 
"Quite a crowd of the supporters of the people's ticket were out last night, 

parading the several streets accompanied by Williams' String Band and serenaded 
at various places." (May 4, 1898) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
We read about a string band in the town of Texarkana: 
 
"Texarkana had 5 string bands in the city at this time - the Wiedemann, 

Clark's Circus, Texarkana Band, Salvation Army Band and the Texarkana colored 
brass band. We can make music you need not fear. Texarkanian." (May 13, 1898) 
Shreveport, La. 

 

A string band is along for a picnic and furnishes music for the affair: 
 
"Picnic at Lake Verret in Assumption. The merry crowd was entertained by 

some choice music from a string band." (May 19, 1898) Thibodaux, La. 
 
A string band plays for a ball: 
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"Opening Ball of Liederkranz, Deutscher - dancers moved to the sweet 

strains of a string band." (May 20, 1898) Shreveport, La. 
 
We find the name of an orchestra based in Plaquemines Parish that begins to 

play for dances. It is called the "Home Circle Orchestra": 
 
"The ball and lawn fete of the Home Circle Orchestra (HCO) last Saturday 

night given on the grounds of Hon. Robert Hingle (Hingle is now the a judge of both 
Plaquemines and St. Bernard Parishes) was a great success...several large rooms 
had been set aside for over a 100 dancers who kept time to the splendid music of the 
HCO. The orchestra, which has been trained for months by Hon. Robert Hingle at 
home, is composed of: Messrs. L. Lapatoire-violin, Roger Hingle-cornet, Walter 
Hingle-flute, Miss Alma Hingle-piano, who was ably assisted by that accomplished 
musician Mrs. P. e. Barry, Hon. Robert Hingle and Mr. Emile Dupont. The music 
was delightful, the time perfect and even the old married men present felt young 
enough to join the saltatic rhythm with the melody." (May 21, 1898) Point A la 
Hache, La. 

 
A colored string band plays for a picnic: 
 
"Home Charitable Association annual picnic at fair grounds. A colored string 

band, from the elevated platform in the center of the hall, sent the stirring notes of 
sweet music to tempt the dancers on." (May 28, 1898) Shreveport, La. 

 
A string band the "Osyka String Band" plays for a commencement of a 

school: 
 
"Commencement of Osyka School. Music by the Osyka String Band, which 

was very nice." (June 4, 1898) Kentwood, La. 
 
A 'German' is held using a string band for music: 
 
"German tonight - by 20th Century Club at old opera house. Markham's 

String Band will furnish the music of the occasion." (June 8, 1898) Shreveport, La. 
 
A string Band from Morgan City plays in the Thibodaux area: 
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"Gibson City Item - Dance - O'Rourke Hall. The string band from Morgan 
City furnished delightful music." (June 9, 1898) Thibodaux, La. 

 
The Hammond String Band plays for a ball: 
 
"Grandest Ball of the Season is Gone. Re-union Ball, Osyka and neighboring 

towns. The Grand March was started about 9:30 and the inspiring strains of music 
furnished by the Hammond String Band was very nice and the tripping of the light 
fantastic toe was continued until 12 a.m. when all present were invited out to supper 
which was partaken of by all. After supper dancing was again take up and 
continued until the wee hours of morning." (July 2, 1898) Hammond, La. 

 
A string band plays for a church fair in Gibson City, near Thibodaux: 
 
"Fair - Roman Catholic Church - Gibson City. The Bayou L'Ours String 

Band furnished delightful music." (July 7, 1898) Thibodaux, La. 
 
Prof. Chaussier, formally of Plaquemines Parish, now is living in New 

Orleans and continues to lead his string band: 
 
"Reception at Jesuit Bend by Honorable and Mrs. Roselius Perez. In one 

corner of the hall a bandstand was erected and at an early hour Prof. A. 
Chaussier's String Band of New Orleans, struck up a sweet dreamy waltz and soon 
the dancing hall was a moving scene of beauty and the fair young couples tripped 
the light fantastic to heart's content." (Sept. 3 1898) Plaquemines Parish, La. 

 
The Oso String Band of Plaquemines. Parish plays for parties and dances: 
 
"The Oso String Band has jumped into popularity in our town and their 

music we are told, is quite entertaining. They play on Sunday at ice cream parties 
and the young folk praise the playing of the members very much." (Oct. 1, 1898) 
Plaquemines Parish, La. 

 
The Lafourche Crossing String Band plays again, this time for a surprise 

party: 
 
"Surprise Party. Mr. & Mrs. Emile Gaude. Music was furnished by the 

Lafourche String Band. Two miles below Thibodaux." (Oct. 13, 1898) Thibodaux, 
La. 
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A New Orleans string band plays for a ball on the North Shore of Lake 

Pontchartrain: 
 
"Big ball at Crescent Hall by Young Men's Social Club. A string band from 

New Orleans will be in attendance." (Oct. 26, 1898) St. Tammany Parish, La. 
 
In Point a la Hache we read of another string band that is in existence: 
 
"We learn that the sunset String Band of our town will serenade their friends 

tomorrow evening notwithstanding the absence of that talented flutist Mr. Walter 
Hingle, who is now sojourning at Sunrise, La," (Nov. 12, 1898) Point A la Hache, 
La. 

 
A string band plays for a wedding dance: 
 
"Married Wednesday night, Jan. 17, 1899, Dealous Faust & Etta Addison. 

Music was furnished by the Frazier String Band and a little dance was indulged 
in." (Jan. 20, 1899) Kentwood, La. 

 
The Osyka String Band plays for a grand ball: 
 
"Grand Ball at the hall here last Friday night. It was quite an enjoyable affair 

to those who participated. There were young people from all the surrounding towns 
and village. Music was furnished by the Osyka String Band (colored) and abort 12 
or 15 couples were continually gliding over the large hall." (Feb. 3, 1899) 
Kentwood, La. 

 
After playing for a dance the night before, Frazier's String Band is out 

playing serenades the next morning: 
 
"Frazier's String Band has been serenading and treating the village to some 

fine music which sounds nice these pleasant evenings. They played for the dance at 
the hall last night. All report a good time." (April 21, 1899) Kentwood, La. 

 
The Kentwood String Band plays a serenade for some folks: 
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"We were awaked Thursday night by the Kentwood String Band playing 
some nice music, which was enjoyed very much. Come again boys but let us know 
next time - Mr. & Mrs. Whipple." (April 21, 1899) Kentwood, La. 

 
Again we read of two string bands serenading the citizens of their town: 
 
"The Osyka and Kentwood String Bands were out serenading Wednesday 

night. They did most of their playing at Messrs. Paqueete & Standifer's where cake 
and wine were served." (May 5, 1899) Kentwood, La. 

 
We see the dual role of being a brass and a string band as the Pelican State 

Band plays for a parade and a ball: 
 
"Pelican String Band will give the music for the carnival parade and ball." 

(May 13, 1899) New Iberia, La. 
 
An orchestra plays for a banquet: 
 
"Banquet by Hypatia at La. Club - during the evening McCann's Orchestra 

furnished delightful music." (May 20, 1899) Shreveport, La. 
 
Again the dual nature of the Pelican State Band is seen as the carnival, called 

the Carnival of Flowers plays for the parade and the ball: 
 
"May Carnival of flowers - Our right royal Pelican Band donated their 

services on this occasion, and justly proud New Iberia of this excellent corps of 
musicians, and not only as musicians do they excel, but as citizens who are 
financially and socially interested in the welfare of the town. Long live the Pelican 
Band. When they ask the endorsement of the people, don't forget them. The 
procession entering the gates, immediately following the Pelican Band. 

The Ball - The exquisite music of the Pelican Band was a delight throughout." 
(May 27, 1899) New Iberia, La. 

 
We read of a string band led by a Prof. Beuch: 
 
"Trolley Car Party. The car was beautifully illuminated for the occasion and 

refreshments served at Southport, Halfway House and at the City Park. The music 
was furnished by Prof. Beuch's String Band." (June 3, 1899) St. Bernard Parish, 
La. 
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An interesting article, while short, talks about a brass band being 'christened' 

a string band. I think this is to show that this brass band can play for dances. This 
article I believe strengthens the tradition of a musical ensemble being capable of 
being a brass band or converting to the smaller string band: 

 
"New Iberia new brass band had been christened the Pelican String Band 

and its membership now counts up 15." (June 10, 1899) New Iberia, La. 
 
There is a picnic using a string band to provide music: 
 
"Picnic, moonlight at Magnolia, Mississippi, Wednesday night, July 7 by 

Magnolia Camp Woodmen. A good string band has been secured to furnish music." 
(July 7, 1899) Kentwood, La. 

 
The Pelican Band plays for another ball: 
 
"The Pelican String Band will give a grand ball at the City Hall on Sept. 1 for 

benefit of their uniform fund. Special features will be a grand costumed cakewalk 
and up-to-date Vaudeville specialties. It is an event that neither old or young should 
miss. Admission - adult 35 cents, children 25 cents." (August 26, 1899) New Iberia, 
La. 

 
We read of a follow-up article on this ball: 
 
"The ball given last evening by the Pelican String Band was one of the 

brilliant social events of the season. We regret not having the time to give a full 
report of its many interesting features." (Sept. 2, 1899) New Iberia, La. 

 
The Osyka String Band plays for a grand ball: 
 
"There was a Grand Ball at the hall here last Friday night. It was quite an 

enjoyable affair to those who participated. There were young people here from all 
the surrounding towns and villages. Music was furnished by the Osyka String Band 
(colored), and about twelve or fifteen couples were continually gliding over the 
large hall as if their very souls were in their heels, and the young men swapped 
spirit for smiles of the ratio of sixteen to one." (Feb. 3, 1900) Kentwood, La. 

 
The Pelican Band plays for another Ball for the firemen: 
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"Firemen's Ball and Washington Birthday Party. The ball, at night, was a 

brilliant affair. The Pelican Band always the friend of the unsectarian aid, gave 
their services free of charge." (Feb. 24, 1900) New Iberia, La. 

 
The lady musicians of Thibodaux try and form their own string band: 
 
"Some of the ladies of Thibodaux with musical talent are striving to establish 

a string band. Already preliminary meeting with that end in view have been held at 
the residence of Mrs. E. W. Blacke and fair progress is reported. It may not be long 
before that band is one of the attractive and pleasant institutions of our little city." 
(Feb. 21, 1900) Thibodaux, La. 

 
A new string band is formed in Home Place, a small settlement across the 

Mississippi River from Pt. a la Hache, La.: 
 
"Messes Camille Dupont and Emile Bougon have organized a string band at 

Home Place and are ready to furnish music for balls, picnic, etc. Mr. Dupont is an 
accomplished musician and we are pleased to learn that his band has made rapid 
progress and play excellent music." (April 14, 1900) Home Place, La. 

 
The Kentwood Orchestra plays for an entertainment: 
 
"The Kentwood dancing club gave another one of their very delightful 

entertainments, Friday night which was largely attended by the young people of 
Kentwood, all of whom seemed to have had a very pleasant evening. Music 
furnished by the Kentwood Orchestra." (April 28, 1900) Kentwood, La. 

 
An article in the paper tells of the situation in the town of Napoleonville as to 

its music and in particular the string band: 
 
"Our little city is still moving along the line of progress, and we feel in duty to 

express our joy whenever we are the energy of our citizens uniting together in the 
good work. The string band, which has been lately organized here, is a source of 
much satisfaction and pride to the music loving people of Napoleonville and 
although the orchestra has not made its debut in public it not being fully organized 
we predict a grand success when it does. The orchestra is composed of some of the 
best musical talent in Napoleonville. The members are as follows: Dr. A. J. Himel, 
leader and first violin, Ben Walters and Isidore Levy-2nd violins, Sam Lauve & 
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Clarence Jones-cornet, Theodore Detoune-trombone, Henry Delouse-clarinet, H. 
Uhry and August Thibaut-flute, Xavier Dugas-piano, Robt. Gilbert-bass and 
Thomas James, Drums." (June 23, 1900) Napoleonville, La. 

 
A Prof. Mitchell has a string band and they play for a moonlight picnic: 
 
"Moonlight Picnic - Episcopalian picnic. Prof. Mitchell was present with his 

string band and the young people enjoyed for a while the pleasant sounds of the 
dance." (July 16, 1900) Lake Providence, La. 

 
The ladies of Thibodaux organize a string band: 
 
"Some of the ladies of Thibodaux with musical talent are striving to establish 

a string band. Already preliminary meetings with that end in mind have been held 
at the residence of Mrs. W. W. Blake and fair progress is reported. It may not be 
long before that band is one of the attractive and pleasant institutions of our little 
city." (July 21, 1900) Thibodaux, La. 

 
A string band plays on board an excursion steamer that comes to town from 

New Orleans: 
 
"Steamer Dewey first trip up from New Orleans and will give a reception and 

dance to the people of providence and surrounding country. The Dewey will have 
on board a fine string band." (Sept. 8, 1900) Lake Providence, La. 

 
We read another story about this excursion boat: 
 
"Officers of the Steamer Dewey will give a reception and dance to our citizens 

on board this magnificent boat next Friday evening. A fine string band will be on 
board and everyone who will be present will be assured of a pleasant time." (Sept. 
15, 1900) Lake Providence, La. 

 
What is called an 'orchestra' plays for a grand ball in Lake Providence: 
 
"Managers of the fair association will give a grand ball at the Opera House 

on the night of the 9th (Friday) and the music will be the best ever heard in the hall. 
Brook's fine orchestra will furnish the music. Everyone is our parish who likes to 
'trip the light fantastic' should attend the ball." (Nov. 3, 1900) Lake Providence, La. 
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As is the custom after a social event there is a dance. A local variety show 
often called an entertainment during this era was always followed by a dance. We 
read: 

 
"Entertainment at Tabor Hall. After nine, music by a string band will be 

furnished for the young folks to dance." (Dec. 2, 1900) Thibodaux, La. 
 
On its concert the Pelican String Band plays both concert band music and 

dance music. This band when giving a concert must have presented musical 
arrangements of concert band music, (marches, overtures, waltzes, etc.) and 
different styles of dance music (gavottes, cakewalks, polkas, Schottisches, and 
Galops, and later cakewalks and ragtime music.)  

 
Another string band in Pt. a la Hache is the Sweet Four String band. They 

play for a grand ball: 
 
"Don't fail to attend the grand ball to be given at Mr. Luc Hingle's pavilion 

on Saturday, August 11th. The Sweet Four String Band of Point a la Hache will 
furnish the music." (August 4, 1900) Point A la Hache, La. 

 
The Pelican String Band plays for the wedding of one of its members: 
 
"Wedding - Prof. Ramon Mascourre Jr. and Anita Vearier. Members of the 

Pelican String Band, of which the groom is a valuable member being himself an 
accomplished musician and this excellent organization came to do honor to the 
young happy couple." (Nov. 10, 1900) New Iberia, La. 

 
The L.S.U. Cadets give another of their 'hops,' using a string band: 
 
"Last Friday evening a hop was given by the Cadets at L.S.U. featuring a fine 

string band." (Dec. 23, 1900) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
A string band plays for a group called the "Pastime Pleasure Club" in 

Thibodaux: 
 
"The Pastime Pleasure Club gave a dance at Tabors Hall. A string band 

furnished excellent music." (Jan. 5, 1901) Thibodaux, La. 
 
The Pelican String Band gives a concert at City Hall: 
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"The first of the open air concerts of the Pelican String Band on the balcony 

of the City Hall, on Sunday afternoon last, was enjoyed by a large number of people 
who assembled for the occasion. The progress made by this splendid organization 
under the direction of Mr. Y. Armandez is almost marvelous and New Iberia can 
certainly feel justly proud of the possession of such a splendid copra of musicians." 
(Feb. 2, 1901) New Iberia, La.  

 
An orchestra plays for an organization affair: 
 
"Mrs. Lela Broyles Rubush honoree at Delightful Party. Mr. Earl Stumpf's 

Orchestra furnished music for the afternoon." (March 19, 1901) Kentwood, La. 
 
There is an article telling of the ball spoken about above of the Pelican String 

Band: 
 
"All lovers of fine music will not fail to remember the grand ball to be given 

at the City Hall, on Wednesday evening next, by the Pelican String Band. Such an 
excellent organization should be an object of pride to any city and is worthy the 
encouragement of its people." (March 30, 1901) New Iberia, La. 

 
The Pelican String Band gives an open-air concert: 
 
"The open air concert given on Sunday evening last on the Atakapas Club 

balcony by the Pelican String Band was listened to with delight by 100's of our 
people and reflects great credit upon this organization." (April 20, 1901) New 
Iberia, La. 

 
The Thibodaux Brass Band plans an excursion for their re-organization and 

hires a string band to provide the dance music: 
 
"The members of the Pelican Club are congratulating themselves upon 

having closed a bargain with the Thibodaux Brass Band which has recently re-
organized, to furnish music for the excursion that will be given to New Roads on 
august the 8th. The Club has also been notified that the large new dancing pavilion 
of False River has just been completed. In order that the excursionists may have a 
delightful time dancing the pavilion has been secured and a first class string band 
has been employed to furnish music." (July 18, 1901) Thibodaux, La. 
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A string band plays a serenade at O'Brierne Plantation: 
 
"Serenade at O'Brierne Plantation - scene of happy gathering to the sweet 

strains of the Mandeville String Band. Among the band were Messrs. Michel 
Mugnier, Ed. Smith, Phil and Alonso Smith, T. Graford, H. de la Greve, E. Munfat, 
R. Sheldon." (July 27, 1901) St. Tammany Parish, La. 

 
A string band plays at the local Claiborne Hotel: 
 
"A number of ladies and gentlemen rode over to Claiborne Hotel, 

accompanied by a string band and enjoyed dancing and refreshment till a late 
hour." (August 17, 1901) Mandeville, La. 

 
A 'first-class' string band plays for dancing at a grand fair: 
 
"The residents of the Attakapas Canal will, on Saturday and Sunday, August 

31 and Sept. 1st give a grand fair at Camille Breau's Friendship Hall. The money 
taken in at this fair will go to the lower Canal School. Besides other amusements, 
dancing will be indulged in during the evening. A first-class string band will also be 
there." (August 24, 1901) Thibodaux, La. 

 
A string band plays for an anniversary party: 
 
"Enterprise Benevolent Association 1st anniversary. At the hall of Dauphine 

and Chabonnet a fine string band furnished the music." (Nov. 2, 1901) St. Bernard 
Parish, La. 

 
The Brook's String Band plays for a dance: 
 
"The dance given last Tuesday evening by the young gentlemen of the 2nd 

ward was one of the finest ever had in our parish. Brook's fine string band of 
Vicksburg furnished the music." (Nov. 30, 1901) Lake Providence, La. 

 
The Pelican String Band plays for a Mardi Gras Ball: 
 
"The Mardi Gras Ball, this carnival, will be given on the 11th by the Pelican 

String Band and of course there will be a hearty response to the general invitation 
extended by this popular musical organization." (Feb. 8, 1902) New Iberia, La. 
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The city of Natchez has an "Orchestra Club" that furnishes all types of 
music. Their instrumentation includes 6 violins, 2 violas, cello bass, flue, 2 clarinets, 
cornet, 2 horns, trombone, 1 percussionist (drums, banjo, and traps). (Sept. 16, 
1890) This versatile group plays for all types of musical functions and plans in the 
future to form a brass band within its ranks. I mention this as most musical 
organizations that are not specialized can play for all types of musical function with 
different instrumentation and styles. While it out of chronological order I next give 
an article published on March 15, 1902, to show the thinking of such a musical 
group: 

 
"A full brass band organized. The Natchez Orchestra club, a superb musical 

organization has, we understand, organized a full brass band in connection with the 
orchestra for outdoor playing. Most of the members of the orchestra are familiar 
with band music, and but very little practice will be necessary for them to become 
as proficient with the brass as with the stringed instruments. It is probable that the 
new brass band will make its debut on Confederate Memorial Day, which will be 
celebrated on April 6 this year and we are sure that its music will charm everybody. 
The new brass band will fill an aching void in Natchez musical circles, and we wish 
the energetic young men the fullest success in their efforts." (March 15, 1902) 
Natchez, Tennessee 

 
The next article describes the musical ensemble formed as either an orchestra 

or a string band and gives the names of its members: 
 
"Last Saturday an orchestra or string band was organized with the following 

instruments - Mr. Moliere-lst violin, A. Anthement-lst violin, Lubin Mire-2nd 
violin, Joseph H. Price-cornet, Eads Thibodaux-clarinet, Ray Thibodaux-bass. It is 
expected to add 2 or 3 more instruments." (March 15, 1902) Thibodaux, La. 

 
While the above ensemble is not called a string band, a group described as an 

orchestra is organized and has a list of its members and the instruments they play. 
From the instrumentation it is the traditional string band instrumentation: 

 
"Orchestra organized for "Uncle Ribe" at Opera House. Prof. J. A. Trone-

musical director..." (March 27, 1902) Thibodaux, La. 
 
"Orchestra: Prof. E. Roth Jr. - piano- Mrs. Meyer, flute and mandolin- Mr. 

E. N. Roth, guitar- Mr. V. J. Knobloch, violin, Henry Braud & Hamilton 
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Boudreaux, snare drum-Mr. F. Ducasse, and bass drum & tambourine-Mr. Phil 
Naquin." (April 3, 1902) Thibodaux, La. 

 
Another orchestra is mentioned with the number in the band -7. It is the same 

orchestra as above: 
 
"Drama Club - at Opera House. The music was furnished by the young men's 

orchestra under the leadership of Mr. E. N. Roth Jr. deserves special mention as it 
proved one of the highly entertaining features of the evening entertainment. The 
members of the orchestra were as follows: Messrs. E. N. Roth Jr., U. J. Knobloch, 
Henry Braud, Hamilton Boudreaux, Frank Ducasse, Phil Naquin and Mrs. L. E. 
Meyer." (April 5, 1902) Thibodaux, La. 

 
Prof. Mitchell's String Band plays for an 'enjoyable' dance: 
 
"The young gentlemen of town gave a very enjoyable dance at the Opera 

House last Tuesday evening. Prof. Mitchell's String Band furnished the music." 
(April 5, 1902) Lake Providence, La. 

 
An unnamed string band plays for a firemen's ball: 
 
"Grand ball by W. E. Hose Co. #6. Music by a celebrated string band." (April 

12, 1902) New Iberia, La. 
 
There is a dance with music furnished by the Donaldsonville String Band in 

the Opera House in Thibodaux: 
 
"On last Tuesday night, at the Opera House, a lovely dance was given by 

some of the young gentlemen of this community. One of the most enjoyable dances 
ever given in our city. The hall tastefully and beautifully decorated with ferns, 
palms, palmellors and evergreen. The music was furnished by the Donaldsonville 
String Band." (May 3, 1902) Thibodaux, La. 

 
Another dance like the one above is given using the same string band: 
 
"Dance - Opera House - men of Thibodaux. The music was furnished by the 

Donaldsonville String Band." (May 24, 1902) Thibodaux, La. 
 
The Pelican String Band furnishes music for a dramatic presentation: 
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"Presentation of play by Jefferson Dramatic Club. Pelican String Band, also 

must be given its need of praise for its excellent music, which contributed so much 
to the enjoyment of the occasion." (May 31, 1902) New Iberia, La. 

 
The Ragan String Band was based in Ponchatoula, La and played all over the 

North Shore. They play for a dance in Covington: 
 
"Military Road - surprise party at Mrs. John Eberhardt Friday, June 6th. 

The music was furnished by Ragan's String Band and by Mr. Amedee Guyol and 
others at the piano." (June 11, 1902) Ponchatoula, La. 

 
Later that year we read of a dance using a string band: 
 
"Dance at the Opera House given by the German Cotillion Club which used a 

very nice string band." (June 12, 1902) Thibodaux, La. 
 
The Covington String Band plays in Abita Springs for a dance: 
 
"Entertainment and dance in Abita Springs on Saturday night with music by 

the Covington String orchestra." (July 19, 1902) Abita Springs, La. 
 
The Covington String Band has reorganized and plays for a dance: 
 
"Entertainment and dance at pavilion Wednesday night well attended. 

Selections by the Covington String Orchestra." (July 19, 1902) Covington, La. 
 
Showing their versatility, the Pelican Band gives a concert playing both 

concert music and dance music. The program: 
 
"Program - Pelican String Band: 
March "Double Eagle-Wagner 
Overture - "Homespoon"-Sutton 
Caprice - "Alita"-Losey 
Serenade - "Sundered Heart"-Tlish 
March - "The Nations pride"-Scouton 
Intermission 
March - "The Buffalo-Brooke 
Polka - "Squgie"-Carey 
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Schottische - "Pretty Pauline"-Laurendeau 
Polka - "Anvil"-Parlow 
Cakewalk - "Creole Queen"-Hall. 
Leader: T. Armandez." (August 16, 1902) New Iberia, La. 
 
The Pelican Band plays for a grand ball: 
 
"Grand Ball given by Firemen, Thursday, Sept. 11. City Hall. Fine music will 

be furnished by the Pelican String Band." (August 16, 1902) New Iberia, La. 
 
The Pelican Band gives another of their city concerts: 
 
"Last Sunday evening our citizens were again repaled by the splendid 

program of the Pelican String Band at their pavilion at Week's Grove, where 100's 
were assembled to listen to the flood of melody. The arrangements were all made 
with reference to the connivance and enjoyment of the hearers. Policemen kept the 
streets open, as no jarring should occur among the many drivers of vehicles and 
also in preserving the best of order. These concerts are now an institution of the 
town and thoroughly enjoyed by all old and young. (August 23, 1902) New Iberia, 
La. 

 
A small string trio plays a serenade: 
 
"Enterprise publisher serenaded by Trio String Band - Hassie, Zinser and 

Camtle." (Nov. 29, 1902) St. Tammany Parish, La. 
 
Prof. Herrie appears now to be the leader of the Covington String Band as 

they play for New Year's night: 
 
"Serenade new Years Night by Prof. Herrie and members of string band. 

This band produces as fine music and as find band in this state, under the training 
of its talented leader." (Jan. 10, 1903) Covington, La. 

 
The Covington String Band continues to be very active and plays for balls 

and entertainments throughout the year of 1903. The following items are featured 
in the paper: 

 
"The masquerade ball at Madisonville. The Covington String Band rendered 

sweet music for the occasion." (Feb. 28, 1903) Covington, La. 
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The Home Place String Band plays for a dance: 
 
"Home Place - the young beaux and bells danced to the music rendered by the 

newly organized Home Place String Place." (March 28, 1903) Home Place, La. 
 
A New Orleans string band plays on Nairn Plantation in Plaquemines Parish: 
 
"Ballgame at Nairn Park. At the conclusion of the games there will be a grand 

ball at the Nairn Hall and the music for the occasion will be furnished by a New 
Orleans string band." (April 11, 1903) Plaquemines Parish, La. 

 
"Entertainment and May Festival. The Covington String Band will furnish 

the music." (May 30, 1903) Covington, La. 
 
"Grand ball at Madisonville for school fund. Music by Covington String 

Band." (June 3, 1903) St. Tammany Parish, La. 
 
Prof. Herrie's String Band plays for an entertainment and dance: 
 
"Saturday entertainment and dance, at pavilion. Prof. Herrie's String Band." 

(July 11, 1903) Covington, La. 
 
The Herrie String Band plays for still another entertainment: 
 
"Redmen entertainment (tableaux). Music and dancing after - Prof. Herrie's 

String Band." (August 22, 1903) Covington, La. 
 
A colored string band plays for an 'outing' at Bayou Corne. Both white and 

Negroes have string bands: 
 
"An outing at Bayou Corne. A happy crowd from Plattenville spent last 

Thursday at Bayou Corne. Music was furnished by the Plattenville colored string 
band." (Sept. 6, 1903) Thibodaux, La. 

 
Minstrel shows also used both a brass and string band for their 

entertainment: 
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"Georgia Minstrels. William Malone was charge of the largest and best 
orchestra ever with a minstrel show. Prof. William Blue has charge of the big string 
band." (Dec. 24, 1903) Thibodaux, La. 

 
String bands from New Orleans often play in the surrounding parishes. We 

read of such an occasion in our next item: 
 
"A grand ball shall be given at Mr. O. Buras spacious Hall on Mardi Gras 

night. A string band from New Orleans has been engaged for the occasion-Venice." 
(Feb. 13, 1904) Buras, La. 

 
Another excursion uses a string band: 
 
"Excursion to the lake (Verret) which only a few attended had a string band 

for the occasion." (June 23, 1904) Thibodaux, La. 
 
The Pelican Band furnishes music for a Firemen’s dance: 
 
"Firemen's ball - stately music of the Pelican Band. The music was so 

excellent that it was almost impossible to keep from dancing even if you only had 
room for one foot. (August 20, 1904) New Iberia, La. 

 
The Covington String Band is now under the direction of Prof. C. C. 

Kornfeld: 
 
"Covington String Band had an interesting rehearsal at the residence of W. 

G. last Friday night of this week. The members are all well up in their parts, and we 
will soon be able to boast of a fine string band as any town in the state. Prof. C. C. 
Kornfeld, the director, is a fine performer and able leader, and Mrs. Kornfeld is an 
accomplished pianist." (Oct. 8, 1904) Covington, La. 

 
This group announces it is available to play for dance and other affairs: 
 
"Covington String Band will furnish music for a ball in Slidell next month. 

All communications should be addressed to: C. C. Kornfeld, manager or Claude 
Champagne-Secretary." (Oct. 29, 1904) Covington, La. 

 
We read of a Prof. Christine's String Band plays for a dance: 
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"The dance given by the Twelfth Night Revelers Christmas Eve and Monday 
night was a decided success. Sweet music was discoursed by Prof. Christine's String 
Band, aided by Mr. Ed. Cassanova, of New Orleans." (Jan. 4, 1905) Thibodaux, La. 

 
The Covington String Band continues its rehearsals: 
 
"Covington String Band rehearsing - Kornfeld-leader." (March 4, 1905) 

Covington, La. 
 
The Mandeville String Band plays for an excursion: 
 
"Mandeville public school excursion. Mandeville to Abita Springs. String 

Band of Mandeville and a large bass viol from Abita charmed the young people into 
action and it was impossible for them to keep their feet quiet. Thanks to the fine 
platform at Abita Springs dancing was one of the chief features of enjoyment." 
(May 20, 1905) Mandeville, La. 

 
A string band and brass band both play for an affair on Bayou Corne: 
 
"A large number of young people from upper Assumption spent Sunday at 

Bayou Corne. The Klotzville String Band and Brass Band furnished music for the 
occasion and an enjoyable time was had by all present." (Sept. 23, 1905) Thibodaux, 
La. 

 
Another string band plays for an excursion: 
 
"Excursion to Mandeville 3rd annual, Sunday, June 3rd. Dancing, bathing, 

fishing. Music by a string band." (June 22, 1906) Mandeville, La. 
 
There is a 4th of July celebration in which a string band is used to provide 

music for the occasion: 
 
"4th of July celebration in Kentwood. A white string band had been engaged 

in New Orleans to furnish music of a patriotic and terpsichore character, but the 
members had some trouble with the committee in charge and a Negro band from 
Amite was substituted. All the afternoon they ground out waltzes and two step 
tunes, and the 'trippers of the light fantastic' enjoyed themselves hugely." (July 6, 
1906) Kentwood, La. 
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A private citizen gives a party using a string band: 
 
"Mr. Maurice Heymann gave a house party and secured an unnamed string 

band for the occasion." (August 16, 1906) Thibodaux, La. 
 
A string band plays for another hayride: 
 
"Hayride in lower Ariel. A string band was taken along to make the affair a 

decided success." (Oct. 18, 1906) Thibodaux, La. 
 
The Belle Rose String Band plays for a New Years party: 
 
"Enjoyable New Year's party was given at Mr. Pedeaux's residence New 

Years Eve. Music by the Belle Rose String Band." (Jan. 5, 1907) Thibodaux, La. 
 
Skating was a popular activity in the era and after the skating there was the 

usual dance: 
 
"After skating a few hours, the manager secured a string band and dancing 

was indulged in until 12 o'clock." (Feb. 2, 1907) Thibodaux, La. 
 
A string band plays for the dance that follows most civic and social activities: 
 
"Magnolia Camp installation of officer’s banquet - procession. Marched to 

the Florida Hotel. First the Captain and second the brass band, etc. then marched 
to hall of camp where a string band was awaiting and were several hours were 
spent in the enjoyment of the dance." (Feb. 14, 1907) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
Prof. Kornfeld is the leader of the Covington orchestra that plays an 

entertainment: 
 
"Covington Orchestra (Prof. Kornfeld entertained by the public school at 

amusement Hall," (April 27, 1907) Covington, La. 
 
Falgout's String band plays for a 'closing exercise.' I am sure a dance 

followed: 
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"Closing exercises of the Beaudoin Foret School, May 19th. The piano was 
presided over by Miss Stella. Trolxer our talented musician, accompanied by the 
Falgout String Band." (June 6, 1907) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
A string band furnishes music for a banquet and again I believe a dance 

follows: 
 
"Banquet - St. Joseph Commercial Institute Association. A string band 

furnished music throughout the evening." (June 28, 1907) Donaldsonville, La. 
 
In 1908 skating continued to be popular using a live band to accompany the 

skaters - in this case a string band: 
 
"Skating at old Pelican Hall on convention Street tonight (august 29). From 8-

1. Music furnished by a string band." (August 29, 1908) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
There is a German given at the LSU Pavilion with a string band furnishing 

the music: 
 
"University Pavilion - German dance - an excellent string band furnished the 

music." (August 29, 1908) Baton Rouge, La. 
 

A string band plays for the dancing for a school benefit: 
 
"At Mr. Evareate Morvant's Park - Benefit - Brusly Guillot School. A string 

band furnished music for dancing and the Paincourtville Brass Band will enliven 
the fair grounds Sunday evening with some of its best strains." (Sept. 10, 1908) 
Baton Rouge, La. 

 
There is a private dance given at a Mrs. Crawford's home with a string band 

in attendance: 
 
"Mrs. Ruby Crawford entertains friends at dance - music was furnished by a 

string band." (Sept. 10, 1908) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
There is a skating event with a string band furnishing the music: 
 
"Skating - Old Pelican Hall on Convention Street. Music furnished by a 

string band." (Sept. 26, 1908) Baton Rouge, La. 
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A string band, lead by Prof. Clarke who was later to be in charge of the band 

at L.S.U. is now directing music for the school of the blind, play for an 
entertainment: 

 
"Bazaar and entertainment by the ladies of St. James Church at Hotel 

Grouchy. A string orchestra (the famous one of the school for the blind) under the 
direction of Prof. W. B. Clarke, furnished music the entire evening." (Nov. 10, 1908) 
Baton Rouge, La. 

 
Mose "Toots" Johnson is the leader of the most popular dance band in Baton 

Rouge and his career spans from 1904 until his death in 1928. Beginning as a solo 
performer on the guitar he soon added another instrument and forms a duet. 
Gradually his band increases in size and he follows the trend both in size and 
repertoire. He becomes the most popular band in Baton Rouge and by following his 
career and the evolution of his band we have an excellent example of the 
development and evolution from the string band to the jazz band. With just the 
articles in the paper we can fill numerous pages. (Sic: See “Trinity of Early Jazz 
Leaders” published by Basin Street Press, which gives his entire career.) His group 
is called a string band, then a jazz band, string orchestra, jazz orchestra and just a 
'band.' These band names do not change his instrumentation. His group is basically 
a string band. When he is referred to as a jazz band it is the music that is new, not 
the character or personnel of his band. We can not give a definite date when the 
violin is dropped but it is in the early 20's. 'Our examples show how a string band 
just becomes a 'jazz' band through the repertoire that is played, not a change of 
instrumentation. When the jazz dance becomes popular then the string bands begin 
calling themselves jazz bands. Our entry is from Dec. 14, 1908: 

 
"Dance by Kappa Alpha Fraternity at their ball on L.S.U. campus. Johnson's 

celebrated string band furnished the inspiring music and dancing was enjoyed with 
a late hour." (Dec. 14, 1908) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
Another German is mentioned and for an unknown reason the orchestra is 

hidden from view. This is a practice only seen in Baton Rouge and no reason is 
given for this practice. Could it be a 'social class' purpose? Perhaps the band is not 
to be seen as they are looked upon as just extra servants hired for a party, or could 
it be also that it might be a black band that is hired? I think one socially prominent 
person, a very snobby one, gave a dance and for some unknown reason (probably in 
the name of decorations), placed palms and other plants in front of the band, 
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started a tradition that other socialites imitated, that of creating a practice of 
screening the band from full view. We read: 

 
"Raymond Hall on Blvd. German - A string orchestra, hidden from view by 

an artistic arrangement of palms, furnished music for the German." (May 1, 1909) 
Baton Rouge, La. 

 

A string band plays for a dance and is called a 'first-class' string band: 
 
"Next Saturday, June 12th, Mr. Camile Breaux will entertain his many 

friends at a dance at his large Friendship Hall. A first class string band will furnish 
the music." (June 5, 1909) Thibodaux, La. 

 
We find that a string band plays for a private party: 
 
"Ladies of East Blvd. Mission give a lawn party. Music from a string 

orchestra will be heard all evening." (July 3, 1909) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The Istrouma Hotel near Baton Rouge, La. was a popular place to hold 

dances during this era. The Burch String Band plays for an affair there: 
 
"German at Istrouma Hotel for Utopian Club. Burch's Orchestra furnished 

the inspiring music." (July 21, 1909) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The Guschatville String Band plays for a dance: 
 
"Benevolent Knights Hall dance. The music was furnished by the 

Guschetville String Band who acquitted themselves wonderfully well." (Nov. 25, 
1909) Thibodaux, La. 

 
There is a grand ball at Bulot Bros. Hall in Buras, La.: 
 
"Second Grand Ball, Bulot Hall. Music will be furnished by the famous string 

band 'Reliable' - Medal given for best waltzers." (Jan. 2 1910) Buras, La. 
 
The Clements String Band, just recently organized, announces they are ready 

to play for dances, and other occasions: 
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"The Thibodaux L. C. Clements' String Band was recently organized and it is 
now prepared to furnish music for dances and other occasions. The members of the 
band are: Newell Clement, C. Valey, Arthur Benoit and Benj. Clement." (Feb. 3, 
1910) Thibodaux, La. 

 
An excursion leaves New Orleans for Buras Hall and is accompanied by a 

string band: 
 
"Grand Masquerade Ball - Oscar Buras Hall. The launch "Standard" will 

leave New Orleans at 6 am Tuesday with string band music (5) on board." (Feb. 5, 
1910) Buras, La. 

 
The Mandeville String. Band plays a surprise party: 
 
"Mandeville surprise party-Mr. & Mrs. Hantz. Music by Mandeville String 

Band." (April 23, 1910) Mandeville, La. 
 
A string band named the 'Darrow String Band' plays for a dance: 
 
"Young men of Darrow gave a dance last Saturday at E. Landry's Hall. 

Music was furnished by the Darrow String Band." (June 11, 1910) Donaldsonville, 
La. 

 
The era we are in is an era of dancing and there are many parties being held: 
 
"There are so many parties in Mandeville at this time of the year that the 

brass bands and string bands are kept busy practicing new pieces to satisfy the 
dancers." (June 11, 1910) Mandeville, La. 

 
A popular colored string band around Thibodaux was the Gabriel String 

Band: 
 
"The Gabriel String Band, the guests enjoyed the delicious strains of which 

was as follows, the dining room was cleared and all joined in the dancing which 
lasted until the early hours of morning." (June 20, 1910) Thibodaux, La. 

 
A string band plays for a wedding: 
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"Wedding - music by a string band - dancing followed." (June 30, 1910) 
Thibodaux, La. 

 
Another 'grand ball' is held at Buras Hall in Venice: 
 
"Grand ball at Buras Hall in Venice - a 6 piece fine string band." (July 5, 

1910) Buras, La. 
 
A 'grand ball' is held in the Bulot Brothers' Hall in Buras, a town across the 

Mississippi River in Plaquemines Parish: 
 
"Bulot Bros. triumph grand ball, July 30th. Music furnished by one of New 

Orleans finest string bands." (July 25, 1910) Buras, La. 
 
The paper does not give the name of the string band that plays for a dance 

but simply states that a 'prominent string band' furnishes the music: 
 
"Grand Ball by Colyell Lodge # 181, Knights of Pythian, August 4th. Music 

will be furnished by a prominent string band." (August 23, 1910) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The Baton Rouge paper carries announcements of dances in other parishes 

near the city that also have their local string bands playing for their affairs: 
 
"Dance at Catalpa Pavilion in West Feliciana. A fine string orchestra 

furnished alluring music for the dancing." (Sept. 6, 1910) Baton Rouge, La. 
 

The Donaldsonville String Band plays for a dance in Thibodaux: 
 
"A dance given last night at the Corde Opera House, by the young men of the 

town, was the most enjoyable social affair of the season. Quite a number of out-of-
towner people were present, and the famous string band of Donaldsonville 
furnished the music." (Sept. 3, 1910) Thibodaux, La. 

 
A string band, the "Hill City String Band," plays for an excursion: 
 
"The Hill City String Band plays for an excursion on board the ‘River 

Breeze’ live." (Sept. 22, 1910) Baton Rouge, La. 
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Besides the local dancing public of Baton Rouge we also have the University 
giving dances. The various fraternities and sororities are active in giving dances. 
There are a number of both fraternities and sororities that hold dances and hire 
string bands: 

 
"Kappa Alpha Fraternity Dance Friday on campus. SHE Fraternity 

Saturday," (Sept. 22, 1910) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
One of the most popular organizations was the Redmen. They often give 

dances. The Redmen used a brass band for dancing and not a string band for the 
dancing at one of their sponsored dances. There was mention that the people 
preferred a string band and their music for dancing: 

 
"The Redmen local tribe No. 31 gave a dance in conjunction with the 
Hiawatha concert Band last Thursday evening. While there was a large 
crowed the dance was by no means the financial success that the previous 
dance was. There were more invitations issued and while the Hiawatha Band 
rendered good music, it was a bit loud for inside dancing and the dancers 
here prefer string music. The social end was a decided success and the 
committees in charge deserve special mention but the financial end was not 
very pleasing to the committee. The band rendered some sweet music while 
here, play several selection at the Marvel." (Oct. 5, 1910) Thibodaux, La. 
 
Two L.S.U. Fraternities give individual dances: 
 

"Kappa Sigma Dance, Saturday evening at their fraternity hall. Dancing to 
the strains of a string band was enjoyed until midnight." (Oct. 16, 1910) Baton 
Rouge, La. 

 
"SAE dance at Mr. Causland's house. On the stairs, concealed from view, a 

stringed orchestra furnished alluring music for the dancing which was enjoyed 
until midnight." (Nov. 22, 1910) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
A string band - the Guichaville String Band - provides music for a dance: 
 
"Benevolent Knights Hall dance. The music was furnished by the Guichaville 
String Band who acquitted themselves wonderfully well." (Nov. 25, 1910) 
Thibodaux, La. 
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More dances by L.S.U. Fraternities: 
 

"Phi Gamma Sigma Fraternity Christmas Cotillion in afternoon supper. The 
Donaldsonville Orchestra struck up a march and the guests returned to the 
ballroom, where another surprise awaited them (Christmas tree)" (Nov. 25, 1910) 
Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"Kappa Alpha Dance - string orchestra." (Dec. 16, 1910) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
An organization called the “Friars” is active giving dances. The 'Friars' hold 

a dance and use a string band: 
 
"Friar's dance, Thursday. Excellent string orchestra." (Dec. 16, 1910) Baton 

Rouge, La. 
 
There is an orchestra named the 'Maggio Orchestra' that plays for an 

installation and reception. In my early jazz music library there is, published in 
1908, an arrangement entitled "I Got the Blues." It is written by Maggio. I think it 
is the same person: 

 
"Highland City Lodge #28 installation and reception, Tuesday evening. 

Maggio's orchestra will furnish music for the dancing." (Dec. 28, 1910) Baton 
Rouge, La. 

 
In Baton Rouge, in 1911, we find an item mentioning a string band will 

furnish the music: 
 
"Jewish function in Singletary Hall. A fine string orchestra furnished alluring 

music." (Jan. 2, 1911) Baton Rouge, La. 
 

Another town near Thibodaux was Schreiver. It also had a string band: 
 
"We are requested to announce a dance will take place at Sidney Bargain's 
Eureka Hall tonight. The leading string band of Schreiver will furnish the 
music." (Feb. 18, 1911) Schriever, La. 
 
There are more dances in the year 1912 that continue to use string bands for 

their dances: 
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"Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity dance, Saturday, Dec. 20. A fine string orchestra 
furnished alluring music for the dancing." (Jan. 1, 1912) Baton Rouge, La. 

 

A band plays at the movie house in Abita Springs: 
 
"Dance at Airdome (Sic: the movie house in Abita Springs) Music was 
furnished by a string band." (Jan. 13, 1912) Abita Springs, La. 
 
The Claiborne Williams String Band of Donaldsonville plays for another 
dance in Napoleonville: 
 
"One of the most brilliant social affairs ever given in Napoleonville took place 
last Wednesday when the matrons and young ladies gave their Leap Year 
dance at the WOW Hall in the Masonic building. The ball was very prettily 
decorated and the celebrated Claiborne Williams String Band of 
Donaldsonville furnished the music." (Feb. 17, 1912) Thibodaux, La. 
 
The Williams String Band plays another engagement in a nearby town: 
 
"Wedding ball will take place at Felix Daigle's Hall-Brusly St. Vincent, on 
Thursday April 18th, 1912. The famous Claiborne String Band of 
Donaldsonville will furnish music." (Feb. 17, 1912) Thibodaux, La. 
 
A string orchestra plays for a dance for Nebraska folks visiting Baton Rouge. 
I believe it might be the U. S. Battleship Nebraska and not people from the 
state of Nebraska: 
 

"Dance tendered the officers of the Nebraska. Dancing to fine strains of a 
string orchestra." (May 21, 1912) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
There is a dance given by a private citizen using a stringed orchestra: 
 
"Dance by Mr. Ladux Smith. Dancing was enjoyed to the alluring strains of a 

stringed orchestra.' (May 21, 1912) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
A subscription dance is given using a string orchestra: 
 
"Subscription dance, prominent society boys. An excellent string orchestra 

furnished the music." (June 8, 1912) Baton Rouge, La. 
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The string orchestra continues, in the later part of 1912, to be the popular 

ensemble for dancing. We list some of these activities using string orchestras: 
 
"Dance in honor of Dr. Robt. Raymond, dancing - string orchestra." (June 

14, 1912) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
"Subscription dance, excellent string orchestra furnished the music." (June 

14, 1912) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
One of the most popular bands in Thibodaux was the colored band of the 

Gabriel Family. They play for dancing after the commencement exercise: 
 
"Thibodaux High School commencement at Thibodaux Opera House, to the 
delight and strains of the Gabriel Band, the guests enjoyed the delicious 
repast which was as follows The dining room was cleared and all joined in the 
dancing which lasted until the early hours of morning." (June 20, 1912) 
Thibodaux, La. 
 
There are other dances in the Baton Rouge area using string groups: 
 

"Carnegie Library committee 4th of July celebration. A fine string orchestra 
furnished inspiring music for the dance." (July 5, 1912) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"Phi Kappa Fraternity dance. Entrancing music from a string orchestra 

furnished music for the dancing which was enjoyed until a late hour." (July 23, 
1912) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"Leap Year dance - girls of younger set at L.S.U. Pavilion. Music from a 

stringed orchestra most alluring and the crowd just large and congenial enough to 
make dancing delightful." (Sept. 14, 1912) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
Another item in the Baton Rouge paper mentions a group called the 

Charleston Brass and String Band: 
 
"A jolly picnic Thursday at Yoss Grove near Baker, La. There was a splendid 

platform for dancing and excellent music was furnished by the Charleston Brass 
and String Band." (Sept. 14, 1912) Thibodaux, La. 
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L.S.U. continues giving dances that are very popular on campus: 
 
"VCU, UDC and Sons of V. reunion at L.S.U. Pavilion. Chords of a grand 

march were struck up by the fine string band." (Oct. 18, 1912) Baton Rouge, La. 
. 

Toots Johnson played for numerous dances in 1912 but the entries just state 
that "Johnson's Band" furnished the music. The next entry gives the band the name 
of string band when they play for another dance: 

 
"Toots Johnson's famous string orchestra, screened from view by a graceful 

arrangement of bunting, furnished alluring music for the dance." (Nov. 9, 1912) 
Baton Rouge, La. 

 
For many years, since our first entry in 1868 the string band is mentioned as 

the premier ensemble that was used for dancing. This prominence continues in 1913 
as we find numerous entries of dances using string orchestras: 

 
"L.S.U. German Club first cotillion of spring. Dancing to the strains of an 

excellent string orchestra, screened from view." (April 5, 1913) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
"Sigma Nu Dance on Saturday evening at L.S.U. A stringed orchestra, 

screened from view furnished alluring music for the dancing which lasted til 
midnight." (April 8, 1913) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"Delightful dance - tuneful strains of the Cosmopolitan String Band." (May 7, 

1913) Baton Rouge, La. 
 

"Company H entertains with military ball, Thursday evening. A fine stringed 
orchestra, screened from view, furnished alluring music for the dancing." (May 30, 
1913) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"L.S.U. German Club Cotillion. A fine stringed orchestra, screened from 

view, will play until 2." (May 31, 1913) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
A newly organized string band plays for a dance: 
 
"Dance - Jamply Bungalow at Faubourg, LaPipe. Dancing to the strains of 

good music furnished by the Riverside Revellers, a newly organized string 
orchestra." (June 3, 1913) Donaldsonville, La. 
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More dances are held in the popular L.S.U. Pavilion: 
 
"Dance at L.S.U. Pavilion. Stringed orchestra was a feature." (August 2, 

1913) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
"Kappa Sigma Fraternity dance - stringed orchestra." (Oct. 13, 1913) Baton 

Rouge, La. 
 
The University (LSU) had for many years had small orchestras that played 

for dances as well as other functions at the university and for the town of Baton 
Rouge. In 1913 the University Orchestra does play for dances and this is specified in 
an article in the Oct. 5th paper: 

 
"University Orchestra to Play for Dances. Planned to have orchestra from 

student body to furnish music for social functions. If the present plans culminate it 
will not be a great while before the music for the dances given by the organization 
at the university may be furnished by an orchestra recruited from the students of 
the institution. 

Lieutenant Roselle suggested a plan of this nature for the military hop last 
year, but it was not perfected; but on account of the numerous dances which are 
scheduled for this year, such a plan is thought feasible. The understanding is to 
have this orchestra furnish the music for all the dances, at the same terms or 
probably somewhat less than is paid at present. 

Lieutenant Roselle, President Evans of the German Club and Lieutenant 
Huckaby, commanding officer of the University Band, have all expressed 
themselves as highly in favor of such a plan and as feeling optimism as to its success. 

At many collegiate institutions music for the social functions is furnished by 
orchestras from the student body and it is the consensus of opinion that it would 
prove successful at the University. Should the plan be put into operation it is 
probable that the present band and orchestra would be used as a nucleus for the 
development." (Oct. 25, 1913) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
A small orchestra plays for a Fraternity dance: 
 
"Kappa Delta Dance, Friday night. A three-piece string band furnished the 

music." (Dec. 15, 1913) Baton Rouge, La. 
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We find, in 1914, a large number of dances listed in the paper and the string 
orchestra could not be more popular nor could social dancing. In the first part of 
the year we have a large listing of dances using the string orchestra. In this first 
article we see the use of the brass band for music during the installation and the 
string band used for the dancing that followed: 

 
"Redman celebrate Friday at Gottlieb Hall. Fine string orchestra and the 

First Regimental Band furnished the music all during the installation and dancing." 
(Jan. 10, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
We find many mentions of the use of both the brass and string names in the 

names of the era’s musical organizations. For each one mentioned the newspapers 
do not always distinguish between the types of band playing. If it were a parade or 
procession of course it would be the brass contingent of the organization. If it were 
a dance, probably held inside, the ensemble would probably be the string band, 
even if it were not mentioned by name. Many times they are called orchestras.  

A Prof. Kingfield was leader of the 1st. Regimental Brass Band as well as the 
leader of a string group: 

 
"Redmen celebrate Friday, at Gottlieb Hall. Fine string orchestra and First 

Regimental Brass Band furnished music all during the installation and dancing." 
(Jan. 10, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
There begins to develop a group of dances that have the elements of a new 

style of music. It is the young people of Louisiana State University that take up 
these new dances. The University German Club and the university do not sanction 
these new modern dances as they feel they are not socially acceptable. While some 
clubs on campus continue to have dances with the continuation of the old style 
Germans' there will eventually be a separation of the German Club to the Le 
Renaissance Club, with the latter forming their own dance club and hold dances off 
campus. This ban is carried out and for a number of years there is no dancing on 
campus. I believe that this is the beginning of the emergence of what will be called 
jazz music and it is at this time that the string band begins to emerge and evolves 
into what is called the jazz band. Again we see the importance of the dance in 
relation to jazz history: 

 

"One of the most brilliant and beautiful events of the social season was the 
dance given on Friday evening by the recently organized Le Renaissance Club who 
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are devotees to modern dances. Gottlieb Hall. An excellent string band furnished 
alluring music for dancing." (Feb. 7, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
We are witnessing the separation of the old style dancing and musical 

accompaniment to the modern dances and the result is the jazz band with its new 
repertoire. The instruments playing the music do not change nor do the musicians. 
This change is possible as most orchestras play the recently published arrangement 
of these new type dances. The use of improvising is still not fully developed and will 
not be used until the mid twenties as an integral part of popular music. The growth 
of the string band, with the added saxophones and the arranger using this 
instrument as a section unto its own will be fully developed in the 20's. The Chicago 
dances atmosphere, once New Orleans Bands are used, really is the beginning of 
jazz, as we know it. These New Orleans Bands developed their own style of dance 
music with improvising used within the group (collective improvising). These were 
not 'reading' musicians but still played many of the same tunes but in their own 
style. It was the improvising in the second cornet parts that were more improvised 
than the firsts and solos were to gradually become more important. I think that the 
importance of Louis Armstrong and King Oliver begin to emphasize this 
improvised element of jazz. From the evolution of written arrangements the 
national dancing public was introduced to the other elements of jazz - the rhythm, 
the syncopation used and the developing harmonic styles used by the arrangers. 
Orchestras like Paul Whiteman and other sectional orchestras playing for dancing 
brought the arranger type jazz to a zenith. The improvised style music would 
become to be known as jazz. Eventually the arranged style of dance music, using 
jazz rhythms, became the most popular. This popularity and the lack of improvised 
space in these jazz/dance arrangement (remember these arrangements were for 
'dance' orchestras) were the trend of the 1920s. The musicians, however, continued 
to improvise in small groups and in the jam sessions. This lack of improvising in the 
orchestras led to the development of the Bebop period of jazz. This movement was 
in answer to the lack of improvising in the orchestra setting and eventually jazz 
became listening music and not dancing music. Small groups from the early 20th 
century still imitated what they heard from the 'society' orchestras and as the music 
of the 20's became more intricate and harmony became more complex they began to 
understand that this popular music would become more of an improvised character 
than the written arrangements. Gradually they developed their own structure as to 
the style of music and it is this group- a direct ancestor of the string bands -that led 
to the 50's bebop development. It was like a tree that began as a large trunk and 
then developed various branches that were different styles of music.  
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The activities of the string orchestra continue in 1914. The Le Renaissance 
Club with their fondness for the new dances still uses what is called the string 
orchestra. This ensemble played for the 'old' fashion dances and also played the 
modern dance repertoire strengthening the premise that it was the music and not 
the instrumentation or the musicians that eventually evolved into the jazz band: 

 
"Le Renaissance Club dancing was given to the strains of a string orchestra." 

(Feb. 28, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
An unnamed string band plays for a dance: 
 
"Dance at #2 by Julia St. Mother's club. Services of a good string band." 

(Feb. 28, 1914) New Iberia, La. 
 
Another fraternity has a dance and they too screen the string orchestra: 
 
"Thursday evening - Kappa Alpha dance. A string orchestra concealed from 

view by a curtain of Spanish moss and bamboo vines furnished music for the 
dancing." (April 18, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The string band also furnished music for theaters in the 'pit': 
 
"The opening of the Nickel Club theatre at the Catholic Fair Grounds last 

Sunday was a grand success. The new theatre was crowded and everybody enjoyed 
the entertainment. The music furnished by the local orchestra, under the leadership 
of Prof. Breiternmoser, was a pleasant surprise to all lovers of God's music." (April 
25, 1914) Thibodaux, La. 

 
Our next article does mention the name of the string orchestra playing: 
 
"PGS dance. As the soft music of many stringed instruments on the terrace 

played the seductive music. Music was by E. L. Faget's Orchestra from New 
Orleans, which was placed in a corner of the garden in full view of the dancers." 
(May 8, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
There are two dances on the campus: one for the German Club and the other 

for a La. Dentist group: 
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"Final Cotillion of L.S.U. German Club. Friday in Pavilion. A string 
orchestra played the alluring music for the many beautiful figures." (June 1, 1914) 
Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"L.S.U. Pavilion - Louisiana Dentist Dance. An excellent string orchestra 

furnished music for the dancing." (June 6, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The Clement String Band plays for a dance: 
 
"A dance was given on Wednesday night of last week by St. Joseph Fire Co. 

#3 in Protector Hall. As enjoyable time was had by all present. Music was furnished 
by the Clement String Band." (June 20, 1914) Donaldsonville, La. 

 
The Clements String Band plays for a dance given by the local fire 

department: 
 
"A dance was given on Wednesday night of last week by St. Joseph Fire Co. 

#3 in Protector Hall. An enjoyable time was had by those present. Music was 
furnished by Clements String Band." (June 25, 1914) Thibodaux, La. 

 
There were three orchestras outside of the city of New Orleans that seems to 

be engaged for the majority of dances. They are the “Toots” Johnson Band of Bator 
Rouge, The Williams Orchestra of Donaldsonville and the Bud Scott Band of 
Natchez, Miss. We read of the Scott band playing in a location in Mississippi: 

 
"Governor Hall vacationing at Brown's Well, Miss. As a compliment to the 

prominent guests, Bud Scott's full orchestra from Natchez, has been engaged to 
play for the summer dance on Friday night instead of dancing until 11:00 this dance 
will begin at 9:00 and continue until the wee small hours." (August 19, 1914) Baton 
Rouge, La. 

 
The University (LSU) band always has to reorganize with each new school 

year. The Colony Orchestra, made up of students at L.S.U. also reorganizes: 
 
"Colony Orchestra being reorganized. Special selections are brought down 

from New York - B. B. Lefeaux-business manager. 
The Colony Orchestra, which made itself so popular last session by its 

"classy” dance music, has been reorganized and in working up a fine repertoire of 
one-steps, waltzes, fox trots and marches for the coming season 
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This organization is composed of students in the University, some of who are, 
or have been, professional musicians, and, with the additional experience the 
members have gained during the summer, it promises to surpass its last year's 
success. 

Most of the selections to be played at the opening of the season were brought 
direct from New York by one of the members of the orchestra, where they are being 
played and sung in the "Follies" and other famous musical playhouses. Each 
number has been carefully selected, thus insuring the best and latest hits. 

Mr. B. B. Lafeaux is the business manager and will have charge of booking 
the engagements for the orchestra." (Sept. 29, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
We do have the names of the musicians and their instruments in our next 

article that speaks of the Elks Theater Orchestra: 
 
"Elks Orchestra (Theater) Mrs. Don. S. Tafford-piano, Miss Julie McGrath, 

Messrs. Landry & Fischer-violins, Miss Mattie Bell McGrath-flute, Messrs. Olde & 
Carlyle Fridge-cornets, Mr. Nehauser-trombone, M. C. LaGrace-clarinet, Mr. B. Le 
Posux-drums comprise the personnel." (Oct. 6, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The Clements String Band plays for a surprise party: 
 
"Surprise party. Music by the Clement String Band." (Oct. 15, 1914) 

Thibodaux, La. 
 
For some reason the next article mentions that the string band is a Negro 

orchestra: 
 
"Women Democratic League of New York will give a cotton ball here. The 

music will be furnished by a Negro orchestra." (Oct. 24, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The L.S.U. German Club gives a German using a stringed orchestra: 
 
"First formal function at L.S.U. German Club at Pavilion. All of the new 

dances followed the grand march and several fancy German figures were 
introduced. A fine stringed orchestra furnished the inspiring music for the 30 
couples who danced until a late hour." (Oct. 27, 1914) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
The Colony Orchestra has become a very popular one and plays for many 

functions on and off the campus. We read: 
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"L.S.U. String orchestra at Miss McGrath's Dancing School, Tuesday night." 

(Jan. 2, 1915) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
We next read of a dance by the Mandeville Fire Dept.: 
 
"Mandeville Fire Dept. dance. First class string band. Jackson Park. August 

7th." (Jan. 31, 1915) Mandeville, La. 
 
A string band from Donaldsonville plays for a hop in New Iberia: 
 
"Young men social hop at Hotel Frederic. Music by a string band from 

Donaldsonville was enjoyed by all who had the pleasure of our invitation." (April 
16, 1915) New Iberia, La. 

 
In the article "Stale Bread's Sadness gave "Jazz To the World" (Literary 

Digest, April 26, 1919) we read that the word 'jazz' was first used by Bert Kelly: 
 
"The phrase "Jazz Band" was first used by Bert Kelly in Chicago in the fall 

of 1915, and was unknown in New Orleans. In March 1916, the first New Orleans 
band of cornet, clarinet, trombone, drums and piano arrived in Chicago to play in 
Lamb's Cafe; if was called "Brown's Band from Dixieland 

In the fall of 1916 the band at White City was the first to be called a Jazz 
Band. In the spring of 1917 Harry James sent to New Orleans for the original 
Dixieland Jazz Band and insisted upon their using the words "Jazz Band."  

 
Another Fire Company uses a string band for entertainment: 
 
"Schloos Fire Co. #5 gives a banquet Tuesday. Music and song was furnished 

by a string band." (March 4, 1915) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The dance continues to be popular with the younger set at L.S.U. 
 
"Kappa Alpha entertainment at Renaissance Hall. A trellis of bamboo vines 

screened the string orchestra which furnished music for the dancing." (April 9, 
1915) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"L.S.U. German Club dance. A string orchestra furnished the music for the 

dance." (April 13, 1915) Baton Rouge, La. 
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The Friar's hold another dance: 
 
"Friar's Host dance in their quarters. A string orchestra furnished music for 

the dancing." (April 13, 1915) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
More dances are held at L.S.U.: 
 
"Sophomores in Alumni Hall. (April 29, 1915) Baton Rouge, La.  
 
"A Renaissance Dance Friday. A string orchestra furnished music for the 

dancing, 8-12. Then supper at City Hall, Tuesday. A string orchestra furnished the 
music for the dancers." (May 19, 1915) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
Dances are being held all over the town of Baton Rouge, this one at City Hall: 
 
"Dance at City Hall, Tuesday. A string orchestra furnished the music for the 

dancers." (May 19, 1915) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
Gottlieb Hall is a popular location for dances in Baton Rouge: 
 
"Dance enjoyed by younger set, Friday in Gottlieb Hall. A string orchestra of 

7 pieces furnished the music for the dancing." (July 31, 1915) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
The Colony Orchestra of the University plays for a jitney dance and we find a 

list of its members and the instruments they play. This gives us an excellent idea of 
the instrumentation of the era's string bands: 

 
"Colony Orchestra. The Colony Orchestra furnished the music for the jitney 

dance at the fair, Wednesday, Thursday Friday and Saturday. The jitney dance is a 
new feature added to the Fair this year and proved to be very popular. 

The orchestra is comprised entirely of students of the University. The 
following men compose this organization: A. J. Jumonville-violin, E. R. Jones-
clarinet, C. R. Fridge-cornet, D. M. Reymond-trombone, C. F. LaGrone-piano, J. B. 
Smullin-bass and B. B. LaFeaux-drums (manager)," (Oct. 27, 1915) Baton Rouge, 
La. 

 
In the appendix we will give the entire write-up of the Colony Orchestra and 

others to illustrate the numerous dances that used string bands and the change of 
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the repertoire from the older dances to the new jazz dances played by the same 
personnel and instrumentation. 

 
There are two mentioned dances in 1915 that use string orchestras: 
 
"Friars dance a brilliant event, Wednesday night. A string orchestra 

furnished the music for the dancers." (Nov. 25, 1915) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
"Mrs. Han gave an entertainment Saturday night with a string orchestra 

furnishing beautiful music for the event." (Dec. 13, 1915) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
We have a number of entries of string bands playing dances in 1916: 
 
"Dance at Temple Annex at the first strains of the grand march, played by a 

string orchestra. The couples fell in line and after wending their way through many 
graceful figures, the march concluded with general dancing, which was continued 
until the late hour." (Feb. 18, 1916) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"Lambda Phi Alpha gives a dance on Thursday with a splendid string 

orchestra furnishing the music." (May 12, 1916) Baton Rouge, La. 
 
"Dance by Knights of Columbus at their hall May 26th, Friday. A string 

orchestra of many pieces furnished the music for the dancing, which was enjoyed 
until midnight." (May 26, 1916) Baton Rouge, La. 

 
"Dance - subscription - home of Mrs. Downey. A splendid string orchestra 

finished excellent music." (Dec. 8, 1916) Baton Rouge, La. 
 

1917 
 

The evolving jazz style seems to have begun as new dances were being 
introduced. One cannot say whether the dances were put to music or the music 
influenced dancers to invent new dances to go with the new jazz rhythms. Jazz 
evolved from the syncopation of cakewalks and ragtime, and from the development 
of new dances. Improvising probably started as we have mentioned before from 
amateur musicians filling in a passage with notes that went with the chord 
progression in measures that the ear musician was not certain of. During the year 
1917 we have the first mention of a dance band being called a jazz band. We know 
this did not suddenly occur but the use of the word jazz did not appear as a 
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description of a dance band until the year 1917. Dance bands still were called string 
bands on many occasions,  

Probably because they were still playing some of the older styles of dance 
types dance bands still were referred to as string bands, but gradually throughout 
the year we find dance bands being called jazz bands. The last mention of a dance 
band being called a string band is on August 1, 1918. There is sporadic mentioning 
of bands being called string bands, but not with any regularity. After 1918 and even 
in the era of the string band many entries call the dance bands 'orchestras.' There is 
no standardization of the dance orchestra as arrangers are always adding or 
subtracting instruments from their scores, depending on many artistic desires. The 
closest coming to a standard instrumentation is the string orchestra of: violin, flute, 
clarinet, cornet, trombone and piano, bass and drums. The big band of the late 
thirties: 5 saxophones, three trumpets, three trombones, piano, bass and drums. 
Even this group is subject to additions of more brass and other specialized 
instruments. 

1917 seems to be the pivotal year. While dance bands had been playing in the 
'jazz' style they were still not called jazz bands. The dance bands, prior to 1917, 
were called by the names of: string bands, string orchestras, or orchestra or simply 
'bands.' 

We will give a few items to show this: 
 
June 30 - "Phil Connell host a CC Dance. A concealed string orchestra 

furnished the lovely music for the dance." 
July 3 - "Country Club subscription dance Tuesday night. Robichaux's 

Orchestra of New Orleans furnished the music for the dancing and those who did 
not participate in dancing enjoyed exceedingly the beautiful music furnished by the 
celebrated band." 

Sept. 13 - "Eagle Dance, Friday in L.S.U. Pavilion. Good music by a string 

orchestra will be furnished." 
Sept. 27 - "Elks Club scene of brilliant entertainment Wednesday evening. 

Bud Scott with his famous orchestra furnished the inspiring music which held the 
dancers until a late hour." 

Sept. 28 - "Special dance at Country Club. The new Country Club Orchestra 
will furnish music for the dancing on the occasion." 

Nov. 6 - Dinner/Dance at Country Club Thursday. Toots Johnson's Orchestra 
will furnish the music for the occasion." 

Dec. 1 - "A prophet is not without honor, save his own country. It is said that 
the famous Toots Johnson's Jazz Band of Baton Rouge will be in Thibodaux during 
the Christmas holiday and furnish music for two dances." 
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When giving the name of the band we find a number of ambiguous 
descriptions. Before and after a dance band was called a 'jazz' band it still was later 
called either a string band or a string orchestra, or simply a band. 

 
Toots Johnson's musical ensemble, in 1917, 1918 and 1919, is called by 

various names:  
1917 
June 21 - Toots Johnson's Jazz Band 
July 13 - Toots Johnson's Orchestra 
Sept. 10 - Toot Johnson's Band 
Dec. 1, - Toots Johnson’s Jazz Band 
1918 
June 21 - Toots Johnson's Jazz Band 
Sept. 18 - Toots Johnson's Band 
Nov. 16 - Toots Johnson's Orchestra 
1919 
March 27 - The music will be furnished by Toots Johnson 
April 24 - Toots Johnson's Band 
May 15 - Toots Johnson's famous Orchestra 
Oct. 7 - Toots began with his famous jazz arrangement of 'Casey Jones.' 
 

Claiborne Williams of Donaldsonville, La. Band Names 
 

While the jazz band evolved from the brass/string band, it did not replace 
either - it was the instrumentation that evolved along with the changing of styles. It 
was the use of brass instrumentation and string instruments that played together 
that was of paramount importance. The style of the music was changing, as was the 
instrumentation. The string band didn't have a standard instrumentation but the 
violin was usually the leader. 

Like the Fischer's Band was called "Fischer's Military Ragtime Jazz Band, 
the early sweet sounds of the string band (which could be from 2 to 6, 7, or 8 
pieces), because of the addition to the more aggressive early jazz beat, became in 
sound a jazz band. The string band became the jazz band. Most early string bands, 
while remaining the same instrumentation and personnel, just changed their name 
when it was the fad for all dance bands to use the term 'jazz' For example, 
Claiborne Williams’s band names: 

 
1897 - Claiborne's String Band 
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1905 - Williams' Orchestra 
1916 - The Claiborne Band 
1917 - Claiborne's Orchestra 
1920 - Claiborne Jazz Band 
1923 - Claiborne Williams' Band 
 

CALLED JAZZ 

 

On Jan. 19, 1918 we read: "Library of High School Dance. The latest "jazz" 
music was furnished by a celebrated orchestra." 

On May 9, 1918: "Steamer Sidney on moonlight excursion. A famous jazz 
band will furnish the music for the dancing." 

March 10, 1919 - "A great deal of interest has been shown lately in the Dixie 
Orchestra during the past two months it has increased in both membership and in 
repertoire.  

March 10, 1919 - Mr. Will Phillips, violin and director, Miss Marshall 
Hunter, piano, Dr. w. A. Reed, clarinet, Mr. Frank Mende, cornet, Mr. J. O. Perry, 
trombone, Dr. F. O, Trahan, cello, Mr. Dalton Reymond, bass violin, Mr. L. C. 
Slater, bassoon, Mr. R. I. Menville, drums and traps. (Dixie Orchestra) 

On Oct. 30, 1920 we read: "New Jazz Band (Izzy Jazz Orchestra) at Country 
Club dance for today." His instrumentation is given as: "Piano, drums, clarinet, 
cornet, trombone and saxophone. There is no violin mentioned and we can't tell 
when the violin was dropped.  

April 15, 1921 - "University Jazz Orchestra will play at dances: Pete Dutton-
drums, F. K. Ventre-trombone, J. Ventre-cornet, A. C. Bacon-piano." 

In Jan. of 1921 we read that jazz is playing their 'swan song." The demise of 
jazz music is eminent. How little faith they had. Jazz will never die and somehow it 
has lived for an additional 75 years and still going strong. 

 
The first dates of dance bands being called jazz bands in various towns are: 
 
Baton Rouge: 1917 - March 7 
Thibodaux 1917 - Nov. 29 
Algiers 1917 - July 26 
Bogalusa 1917 - May 22 
Ponchatoula 1918 - July 6 
Donaldsonville 1919 - July 5 
Abita Springs 1920 - July 24 
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Magazines: 
LSU Reveille 1918 - Dec. 6 
Ragtime Music Review - 1917 - March (What is a Jazz Band?) 
 
Individual Bands: 
Toots Johnson - 1917 - Dec. 1 (called a string band on 1918, August 1) 
Claiborne Williams - 1920 - March 20 
 

Size of Instrumentation of Some String Bands 
 

1883 - May 29 - String Band - String and harp 
1894 - Sept. 1 - 6 pieces 
1894 - March 16- 4 pieces 
1894 - August 17, - 6 pieces 
1895 - Oct. 10 - String Band - mandolin and guitar 
1901 - 8 pieces 
1902 - March 15, Thibodaux Sentinel -String Band-2-1st violins, 1-2nd violin, 

cornet, clarinet, Bass. 
 

The Violin 
 

Just as the cornet was the usual leader of the early jazz bands, the violin was 
the leader of the string band. String Bands were so named throughout the United 
States. These string bands were often just called orchestras and/or bands. An 
interesting article appears in the July 13, 1888 Arabi, La. Progress: 

 
"Some think that the String Band is about to turn into 'mosquitoes.' We don't 

though; yet it may turn into brass (bands) before long." (Sic: meaning ‘jazz’ band) 
 
I believe the article was referring to the fact that there were more brass and 

woodwind (saxophones) instruments being added to strictly string bands (those 
consisting of only stringed instruments) Added were: wind instruments - the cornet, 
tuba trombone and reed instruments, the clarinet and saxophone. Eventually bands 
would drop the flute and violin from the dance ensemble.  

The evolution of the instrumentation of the jazz band was under way. 
Gradually the wind instruments dominated the string band (in sound and number), 
and the use of the violin - as the violin/leader gave way to the cornet/leader. In the 
early dance bands of New Orleans most of the leaders were violinists. (See list on 
page 96) The names of leaders of the bands included: William Nickerson, Albert 
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Baptiste, Jimmy Palao, Alex Bigard, Joe Gabriel, A. J. Piron, John Robichaux, 
Charles Elgar, Oscar Marcour and many others. Many of the 2nd generation 
jazzmen began their musical career studying violin, then changing to other 
instruments such as the cornet when it became the leading instrument. Some New 
Orleans musicians got their introduction to music via the violin, although they did 
not continue to play it. Boyd Atkins, Emile Bigard, Wellman Braud, Eddie 
Edwards, Willie Foster, Freddie Keppard, Steve Loyacano, Snoozer Quinn, Peter 
Bocage and Frank Christian were all capable violin players, but favored other 
instruments. 

The violin was a very popular instrument and one that many Creoles played. 
There are many accounts of slaves playing the violin and renting out their services 
to those in want of music. The 1791 census lists three violinists living in New 
Orleans; Juan Luis Casbergne, Valentin Federico and Luis Dreux. Casbergne, who 
died in 1809 would have been 48 in 1797, and must have been playing at a younger 
age. Concerts by violinist began with the first program extant, Dec. 17, 1895 with 
Desforges and Baroque performers, plus strings that appeared in the accompanying 
orchestra, so there were a number of violinists and string players available at this 
time. 

The instrumentation of a string band never standardized and many times like 
the early jazz groups, it depended on which musicians were available. These string 
bands, playing mostly for small parties, picnics, serenades and dances were not loud 
in volume but could and did play the popular songs of the day and the older 
repertoire of dance tunes.  

Pops Foster recalls in his youth the string trio playing for a fish fry: 
 
"The fish fry that had the best band was the one that would have the best 

crowd. The band was usually a string trio of mandolin, guitar and bass and 
sometimes violin. String trios would get a whole lot of jobs around New Orleans 
where they wanted soft music. Some groups were big stars on the mandolin and 
would draw a crowd to a fish fry. Buddy Kyle was one of them who played a whole 
lot of mandolin and was very hard to book .He played a lot of jazz. Elmer Snowden 
played banjo like Buddy played mandolin. It was a lot more pleasure for me to play 
in the string trio than in the brass band. There were a lot of string trios around 
playing street corners, fish frys, lawn parties and private parties." 

 
In researching these string bands, I find that their development takes place 

after the Civil War when the sentimental ballads dominated popular music. 
So the evolution of the jazz band is from the string band to the jazz band.  
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In an interview of John Handy (Dec. 4, 1958) he speaks of the Toots Johnson 
Band: 

 
"Leaving Tom Albert's Band in '24' I left here and went to Baton Rouge with 

"Toots" Johnson's Orchestra. And he had one about, one of the leading bands 
outside of New Orleans. And it was "Bud" Scott of "Natchez," Claiborne Williams 
out of Napoleonville (Sic: Actually Donaldsonville). 

There are 3 leading orchestras outside of New Orleans: Bud Scott, Claiborne 
Williams and Toots Johnson. They were doing all the business out there when I was 
with "Toots."  (Sic: See "Trinity of Jazz Leaders" by "Basin Street Press.") Well, I 
stayed with "Toot" from 24 until 26. Then I left to and went with Toady Harris. 

Toot was a guitar player. Had a fellow by the name of Mal playing bass. Mal 
got killed one night, we was coming from White Castle (Sic: a town above Baton 
Rouge in Louisiana), a fella, drunk, ran into our car and hit the back wheel and 
turned us over - Turn us over 3 times in the middle of the street. And I was sitting 
right beside of Mal. He was sitting on the side and I was sitting in the middle. And 
the automobile turned over, busted his bass all up and killed him.” 

Question: Would Toots Johnson's Band - would you call that a pretty ratty 
band too, or was it mostly... 

Answer: “No. At times it was pretty jumpy and this boy Wesley Dimes and 
the drummer and myself we'd get, we'd make it pretty jumpy at times. We had a 
fella leading Toots Johnson's Band. His name was Lawrence. He was a crippled 
guy, one leg shorter than the other. He was a violin player. Write a lot of stuff. That 
guy was a fine musician. And he was a violin player when he could stand up; he'd 
be drunk all the time. He had to sit. We'd have to sit Lawrence down and he would 
go to sleep then. But he'd make you play that music right, though. He'd keep that in 
mind, until he'd go to sleep. Then after he'd go to sleep, then we'd play like we want 
then, break up the house with it. In Toots Johnson's Band: Clarence Thompson on 
drums, Ulysee Jarrow-trumpet, Wesley Dimes-trumpet and Mal-bass." 

 
In an interview by Ed Summers (Sept. 16, 1968) he remarked that "Toots 

studied violin, played banjo and guitar." 
Bud Scott's joined Johnson's Band in 1904 and he remarked that: "the band 

consisted of guitar, 2 violins, trumpet, trombone, bass and drums." 
 
Note: 1918, being the main World War I year, fewer dances were held in the 

small city of Louisiana as the war took many of the men that played in bands.  
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The article "What is a Jazz Band? appeared in the March 1917 issue of the 
Ragtime Music Review. We give it in its entirety: 

 
WHAT IS A JAZZ BAND by Gill. 

The much-talked of Jazz Band has created no little excitement since they were 
given the position of the so-called legitimate musicians. But the real truth is that the 
average musician and the general public do not know what a Jazz Band is and why 
they have been so named. First I might ask that you, dear reader, make a search in 
your dictionary and see if you can find the word Jazz. You will then be convinced 
that there is no such word, and you will not find one person out of one hundred that 
could tell you what the word meant other than it is a slang word of the underworld. 
To those who are one-step and fox-trot crazed the word when mentioned will at 
once express the style of music that is most desired, and if asked to explain what 
kind of music this refers to and you were forced to eliminate the word 'Jazz you 
would at once say: "Oh, the kind with the era" and for lack of words begin 
snapping your fingers and go through the fox-trot step in order to impress upon 
you questioner your meaning. 

It is a known fact that the Negro possesses a different rhythm from any other 
nationality and that he has the natural ability to apply this rhythmical swing to 
anything that he is capable of doing, and more so if he finds enjoyment in his 
undertaking. Some of the best business musicians of the white race are at a loss to 
understand why there is such a vast difference in the way they play a rag number 
and the way their colored brother plays the same rag. The secret is that one plays 
the music note for note and in a mechanical manner while the other will improvise 
at times and be governed by his own ideas as to his style of playing. He will almost 
unconsciously pay as much, if not more attention to the musicians surrounding him 
than he does the music. The result is that by each man following this method they 
soon learn to quickly grasp the other fellow's rhythm. Did you ever hear a colored 
bunch play out of time? You may have, but I dare say that they were not playing a 
rag. 

In New Orleans the white people wanted that certain rhythm to be played at 
their dances, and for a while they could not find enough colored musicians to supply 
their demands. The white musicians at once started to try and play like the "jigs," 
and finally there were many with a good ear and a fair understanding of music to 
not only equal, but surpass the standard that was required to meet the demands of 
the dancing public. Still they were known as dance orchestras. A would-be cafe 
proprietor, in order to outshine the lesser lights of the cabaret world, went to New 
Orleans and imported five white boys that were at that time engaged at the Pup 
Cafe. (Sic: this is the group that became the Original Dixieland Jazz Band.) They 
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set the town afire with noise and when the smoke cleared away it was found that 
they could not read, but were a bunch of good fakirs. 

They were heralded as the "real Jazz band" playing "real southern Jazz." 
The "real southern Jazz" was nothing more nor less than a few of those darky 
melodies played as raggy as possible with each man slurring and making as many 
discords as they could while slipping and sliding to the melody of whatever they 
were trying to play. 

The public went wild over them for a short while. It appeared strange that 
there were no musicians in Chicago that played the new kind of Jazz music. 
Someone asked for one of the latest popular melodies, and right there they died. 

The guys got together and started to playing all the "Blues" they could find 
and the result was that the public at once arrived at the conclusion that there were 
musicians right here that could play that wonderful Jazz music, hence the cabaret 
that has not a Jazz Band these days is not considered up-to-date, and the musicians 
that these Jazz bands are composed of some of our best business musicians who are 
playing Jazz music and don't know it. 

They next Jazz Band you have the pleasure of hearing will convince you that 
my argument is plausible. They are like eggs. However, some good and some bad"  
(March, 1917 - Ragtine Review 

 
Another article describes a jazz band concert: 
 
A JAZZ BAND CONCERT by Francesco Berger - Not many weeks ago I had 

my first experience of a Jazz Band, while taking afternoon tea in a well-known West 
End tearoom (sic This location is on the south Shore of Lake Ponchartrain, 12 miles 
north of New Orleans.) I had not gone there in quest of the band, so that when its 
strident noise burst upon my unprepared ears, it fell on virgin soil, and was a 
complete surprise to me. 

In describing its effect (not much modified by subsequent hearings) I need 
scarcely affirm that I am not an agent, paid to "boom" this class of entertainment. 
It is already far too popular to need advertising at my hands. Neither have I any 
desire to exclaim against it, on the ground of its being coarse, or unmusical, or 
inartistic. I shall confine myself to putting into words what I thought and felt at the 
time, and what I think and feel since. 

I was one of the strongest and strangest experiences. I have undergone in an 
extended life, during which I have listened too much that was good, to more that 
was bad, and to most that was indifferent. It produced an impression that was not 
quite pleasant, but not entirely unpleasant, a sort of comical mixture of both. Not 
being a frequenter of American drinking-bars, and never having tasted a real 
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American drink, I can only guess what a copious draught of one of their cunningly 
concocted iced drinks would taste like on a swelteringly hot day. But I imagine that 
it would produce on the palate sensations akin to those produced on the ear by a 
Jazz Band. Pleasurable though staggering, making it difficult to recover one's 
breath, defying analysis, repellent at the outset, but magnetically fascinating. 

This Jazz Band played remarkably well, with exaggerated coloring, it must be 
owned, but with tremendous spirit and "go," accompanied by a perfectly 
incongruous row, produced from a number of noise-emitting articles which cannot 
be called musical instruments. Its members comprised a very clever pianist, a clever 
violinists, two excellent banjoists, a concertina-player, a cornet-player, and a 
"utility man" who performed on a side drum a big drum, cymbals, triangle, a 
tinkling hand-bell, a deep-toned large one, a dinner gong, a rattle, a railway whistle, 
a motor hooter, and a few more deafening things. 

They play a tune which may or may not be Trans-Atlantic, but is always of a 
popular type, and they play it two or three times over, varying it occasionally by 
ingenious fioriture on piano or violin. And a remarkable feature of their 
performance is the abrupt transition from noisiest fortissimo to softest pianissimo, 
or vice versa, with very little, if any, intermediate crescendo or diminuendo. During 
the soft parts the "utility man" is silent, and you begin to hope he has gone home, 
but, with the first recurrence of a tutti he is back again, and, like a plant refreshed 
by rest, resumes his labours with redoubled energy. He appears to have little 
respect for rhythm, but strikes, hits, blows, bumps, rings, and bands whenever "he 
darned chooses." Yet, whatever his vagaries may have been during a piece, however 
much he may appear to have "set up business on his own," he is never being-hand 
nor before at the finish. And I noticed that the tea-drinking audience applauded all 
the more when the Finale was the maddest of all mad orgies of row. They would not 
feel they had been sufficiently "jazzed" if a piece ended without a hurricane and a 
thunderbolt. 

The unanimity of accord which, in spite of ear splitting noise, this band is able 
to maintain, is one of the marvels of it all. Not one of the players loses his head, not 
one of them is careless of his part, each is as conscientious a performer as though 
playing a concerto in Queen's Hall. And when, after the final crash of a piece, you 
look round for the debris, and are preparing to count the dead and wounded on the 
ground, you find the players mentally, if not physically, as cool as cucumbers, 
tuning their instruments for their next encounter, or exchanging with one another 
critical remarks on Puccini or Debussy. I fancy, by their smiles, that they 
occasionally indulge in delicate stories from club-land. 

I am not certain whether this particular band is better than, or inferior to, 
others now before the public, but I can scarcely imagine one that could excel it in 
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precision of ensemble, in extravagant coloring, or in noisy exuberance. When, on 
other occasions, I have had cherished ideals shattered by novel experiences, it was 
the music or the performer that thrilled and overpowered. But this Jazz business is 
quite foreign to anything else, quite unique. The piano and violin is full of 
prominent accents and plaintive syncopations, the banjos give to it a penetrating 
buzzing accompaniment, and the eruptions from the "Utility man" are so 
unexpected, that the ensemble becomes a medley of recognizable and 
unrecognizable rhythm, a blend of uncongenial elements, bewildering, 
exasperating, and yet appealing. Your sensations are being "brushed by 
machinery." Your familiar codes and laws are deified and upset. Your terra ferma 
is withdrawn. You are adrift on an unexplored ocean. The anchor of your 
traditions, but which you held so reliantly, has failed you. Whether you will ever 
reach sunlit meadows and shady groves, whether you will ever again safely tread 
the highroads which your forefathers trod before you, is a question which only time, 
the inscrutable, can solve. 

Having occasion to speak of a Jazz Band to an American friend, I thought I 
was flattering his nationality when I described it as "an admirable performance of 
profaned art." He promptly replied: "I do not claim for it that it is what has 
hitherto passed for high art. But you must admit that it has one quality in which 
much old-world music is sadly wanting, and that is 'character.' It is thoroughly 
representative of Americanism, as free from conventionality and from 'schools' as 
my country is free from ancient history and slavery. Better stuff would probably be 
tamer. It is out of material such as this, brimful of spontaneous national manner, 
that your refined methods and artificial mannerisms have been evolved. If you take 
from it what is so obviously its own, including its crudity, you rob it of its distinctive 
quality; it becomes ordinary, often-told, undesirable." And he was not far wrong. 

The pianist in this particular Jazz Band is so accomplished an artist that I 
remarked to him: "But you are too good a musician to be ding this sort of thing. 
How is it you are here? 

"I suppose," He replied, "you mean that I ought to be doing 'the legitimate.' 
Well, I tried that when I first married. I played in public, I accompanied singers, 
and I gave a lesson when I found a pupil who would come and take it. And I earned 
thirty shillings a week. Then I took to this. When my afternoon's work is finished at 
six o'clock, I have a similar engagement somewhere else from nine to eleven, and I 
earned twenty pounds a week. I have a wife and two children to support. Do you 
blame me? When I shall have saved enough to afford myself the luxury, I shall go 
back to the legitimate and to starvation." (Music Record, August 1, 1919) 

 
The first Negro Slave String Band 
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One of the earliest found mentions of a string slave band was discovered in  

Charleston, South Carolina in the 1856 newspaper of Charleston: 
 

The Lilliputian Musicians. The South Carolina Institute Hall has been 
constantly crowded to witness the astonishing performances of five little Negro 
boys, belonging to Col. J. B. Richardson, a wealthy Carolina planter residing in 
Sumter District. As soon as it was known that these boys would perform, and this 
liberal gentlemen had placed them in the hands of the directors of the Institution 
for exhibition, and that without consideration, simply with a view to the benefit of 
the institution, and as an incentive to our slave holders to follow up and develop 
another resource we have at tome, the crowd poured into the Hall, and over five 
hundred tickets more were sold the first night than upon the first night of last 
year's fair. 

The interest evinced by all who have heard these prodigies, has induced us to 
present to our readers, this morning, a short history of the lads. Robin, the eldest, 
and the leader of the "Band," is just 13 years old, and we should judge, of pure 
African descent. At a very early age, he exhibited his fondness for music, by making 
corn stalk fiddles, peach and switch bows, and flutes of the common reed. His next 
stop was the manufacture of a rude violin, using a cypress shingle, and horsehair 
strings; the bass string was a piece of waxed twine. At this time, a gentleman of 
Charleston, a friend of Col. Richardson, induced him to send Robin to the city, to 
receive proper musical instruction. In four months he performed well upon the 
violin, and understood his notes, had been kindly taught also, by the gentleman just 
alluded to, to read a little. On his return to his master's plantation, he took charge 
of another boy, Sanders, the second of the band, and gave him a fiddle and bow, 
taught him the notes, and in one month he could play very well Sanders commenced 
learning the flute last summer. 

After teaching Sanders to play upon the violin, Robin took several other boys 
under his instruction, but could not succeed in teaching them. Edward and Henry 
were next placed in his charge. Edward is nine years and Henry eight. Their 
progress was very slow, and they were accordingly placed under the tuition of an 
experienced music master in the city, but, after a trial of two months, he gave them 
up, and said nothing could be done with them. They returned to Robin last 
February. Edward now plays well upon the violin, and Robin taught him the guitar 
in one month. 

March, the youngest of the Band, is not yet 8 years old, and is now learning 
the violin, but does not play. His performance with the triangle is admirable. 
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Robin, the eldest and most prominent character, took up the cornet-a-piston 
last summer. He is in every respect an uncommon boy, possessing certain traits of 
character that are very remarkable. His habits and disposition are those of the 
uncivilized African, and every action is in character. 

Henry, we have just remarked, is about 8 years of age. He is a half brother of 
Robin. No human being can control him but his master, Col. Richardson. 

Sanders is of a mild and gentle disposition, very submissive to his master, but 
never succumbs to one of his own race. Sanders picked last December, when the 
Cotton, as is well known to all planters, is quite light, one hundred and fifty pounds 
a day. He is considered a prime boy with the hoe. 

Colonel Richardson will receive, as he richly deserves, not only the thanks of 
the directors of the Institute, for his liberality in placing this "Lilliputian band" at 
their disposition, but that of the community at large, for them developing another 
resource of great pleasure and usefulness, which the south has so long neglected, 
and for which they have often to pay heavily to undeserving foreigners." 
(Charleston Mercury - Nov. 22, 1856) 

 
New Orleans newspaper the "Times Picayune" of June 17, 1917 printed an 

article about jazz. It was not friendly to jazz music and one gets the feeling that they 
were embarrassed by it. The article" 

 
JAZZ AND JAZZISM: Why is the jazz music, and, therefore, the jazz band? 

As well ask why is the dime novel or the grease-dripping doughnut? All are 
manifestations of a low streak in man's tastes that has not yet come out in 
civilization's wash. Indeed, one might go farther, and say that jazz music in the 
indecent story syncopated and counter-pointed. Like the improper anecdote, also, in 
its youth, it was listened to blushingly behind closed doors and drawn curtains, but, 
like all vice, it grew bolder until it dared decent surroundings, and there was 
tolerated because of its oddity. 

We usually think of people as either musical or nonmusical, as if there were a 
simple line separating two great classes. The fact is, however, that there are many 
mansions in the house of the muses. There is first the great assembly hall of melody 
- where most of us take our seats at some time in our lives - but a lesser number 
pass on to inner sanctuaries of harmony, where the melodic sequence, the "tune," 
as it most frequently is called, has infinitely less interest than the blending of notes 
into chords so that the combining wave-lengths will give new aesthetic sensations. 
This inner court of harmony is where nearly all the truly great music is enjoyed. 

In the house there is, however, another apartment, properly speaking, down 
in the basement, a kind of servants' hall of rhythm. It is there we hear the hum of 
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the Indian dance, the throb of the oriental tambourines and kettledrums, the clatter 
of the clogs, the click of Slavic heels, the thumpty-thumpty of the Negro banjo, and, 
in fact, the native dances of a world. Although commonly associated with melody, 
and less often with harmony also, rhythm is not necessarily music, and he who loves 
to keep time to the pulse of the orchestral performance by patting his foot upon the 
theater floor is not necessarily a music lover. The ultra-modernists in composition 
go so far as to pronounce taboo upon rhythm, and even omit the perpendicular line 
on their bars of written music, so that the risk of a monotonous pulsation is done 
away with. 

Prominently, in the basement hall of rhythm, is found rag-time, and of those 
most devoted to cult of the displaced accent there has developed a brotherhood of 
those who, devoid of harmonic and even of melodic instinct, love to fairly wallow in 
noise. On certain natures sound loud and meaningless has an exciting, almost an 
intoxicating effect, like crude colors and strong perfumes, the sight of flesh or the 
sadic pleasure in blood. To such as these the jazz music is a delight, and a dance to 
the unstable bray of the sackbut gives a sensual delight more intense and quite 
different from the languor of a Viennese waltz or the refined sentiment and 
respectful emotion of an eighteenth century minuet. 

In the matter of the jazz, New Orleans is particularly interested, since it has 
been widely suggested that this particular form of musical vice had its birth in this 
city - that it came, in fact, from doubtful surroundings in our slums. We do not 
recognize the honor of parenthood, but with such a story in circulation, it behooves 
us to be last to accept the atrocity in polite society, and where it has crept in we 
should make it a point of civic honor to suppress it. Its musical value is nil, and its 
possibilities of harm a regret." 

 
WAR OBLIGES VAMPS TO ABANDON THE PAVILION 

 
Soldiers Sleep calmly where the smart set of Caddo and Tangipahoa Used to 

Dance to Toots Johnson's Band. 
Ragging, jelly-rolling, tripping the light fantastic, and all of the other various 

forms of the great American outdoor sport are not being done to any great extent 
this year by the members of Louisiana State University's smart set. No more will it 
be the wont of the giggling and vicarious young social butterflies, fluttering hither 
and anon under the rafters of the pavilion to vamp the vigorous tough sometimes 
heavy-footed young scions of our country aristocracy who for the first time make 
their debut into the maddening social whirls of the younger set. It just isn't being 
done. It’s not in vogue. 
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And if you ask why, it is another of the atrocities that can be traced to the 
Hun. The stern reality of war has turned the hotbed of social activities into a 
bedroom for soldiers and has thus forced the college widows from their native 
haunt the pavilion. No more will the pavilion be filled with the melodious strains of 
Toots Johnson's anti prohibition band, and although dances under the auspices of 
the S.S.S. Club will still continue to be given in the legislature's front yard, cab-
driver's balls are no more - they are dead." (Oct. 3, 1918) 

 
String Band Name Continues 

 
String Band continued during the jazz age of the 20's. We read of a string 

band playing for a dance on Feb. 9, 1928: 
 
"Comet (newspaper) has printed posters for a dance that will take place next 

Sunday night at he Lockport Pavilion, music being furnished by the Darcy String 
Band." (Feb. 9, 1928) Thibodaux, La. 

 
As late as 1929 we still find many examples of bands being called string 

bands. In 1929 we have a long list of such occasions. During this time (1918 to 1930) 
bands were called jazz bands or dance bands, or swing bands. But nonetheless we 
give some examples of bands being called string bands: 

 
1929 
 
Feb. 21 - "City Fire Dept. to give dance, Friday night, Kennon's hall...the fact that 
they have secured Bud Scott's Music Hounds, more than prove the efforts behind 
the dance. The dance will be given in Kennon's Hall, which is known as the best 
dance hall in the South and all the younger set of the parish can vouch for the 
excellent floors, which will be expertly waxed." 
 
Feb. 28 - "Dance Friday, the all famous Bud Scott Band and a great time is 
assured." 
 
March 7 - Big Minstrel at Osyka High School auditorium, March 8th Osyka 
Orchestra Mrs. W. F. Sandefier at piano." 
 
March 21 - Hotel Redwood is well constructed - Bogalusa - opening march 16th. 
"Merry Garden" where a smooth floor and shaded lights invited dancers to the 
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strains of good jazz furnished by the Purple and Gold Orchestra from Baton 
rouge." 
 
April 25 - "Knights of Pythias holds 25th anniversary April 19th. The Osyka 
Orchestra was also especially praised for the splendid music furnished under the 
leadership of Mrs. Sandifer." 
 
 We do have a dance that states that the music will be furnished by a jazz 
orchestra. It is Bud Scott's Band which in the past, has been called a string band: 
 
June 6 - "Electric Park Ready To Open. Everything is in readiness for the grand 
opening of the electric Park dance pavilion on the brick highway just about one 
mile south of McComb, Miss. says its owners. Perfect order is guaranteed, and an 
officer will be on the ground during the dance. 
 Music for the occasion will be furnished by Bud Scott's famous jazz 
orchestra, and everyone who enjoys a well directed dance, on a perfect floor, amid a 
quiet of perfect order, out in the fresh country air, should attend this opening 
ceremonies." 
 
 Finally we have, in 1930 a birthday party using the Kentwood Orchestra: 
 
"Surprise birthday party - Music was furnished by the Kentwood Orchestra." 

 
 
 

LIST OF NEW ORLEANS STRING BAND 
 

1888- 1890 - Tio-Doublet Orchestra - Anthony Doublet-vl 
1891-1914 - Magnolia Orchestra -Emile Bigard-vl 
1895-1927 - Robichaux Orchestra - John Robichaux-vl 
1897-1917 - Silver Leaf Orchestra - Albert Batiste-vl 
1901-1908 - Imperial Orchestra - Jimmy Papao-vl 
1900-1914 - Olympia Orchestra - A. J. Piron-vl 
1903-1908 - King Waltzke Orchestra - King Waltzke-vl 
1905-19     -Golden Rule Orchestra - Alcide Frank-vl 
1905- 19      Woodland Band - Raymond Brown-vl 
1905-1913 -  Peerless Orchestra - A. J. Piron-vl 
1908-1913 -  Superior Orchestra - Peter Bocage-vl 
1912          - Primrose Orchestra - Herb Lindsay-vl 
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1913-1917 - Original Creole Orchestra - A. Papao-vl 
1918-1920 - Maple Leaf Orchestra - Emile Bigard-vl 
1928 -          Creole Serenaders - Peter Bocage-vl 
1918-1928 - Piron Orchestra - A. J. Piron-vl 
1919-1920 - Liberty Bell Orchestra - Jack Blount-vl 
1920's         Ellis Stratakos Orchestra - Ellis Stratakos-vl 
 

VIOLINISTS IN NEW ORLEANS ORCHESTRA: 
 
BATISTE, ALLEN 
BARKER, NORY 
BIGARD, EMILE 
BLOUNT, JACK 
BOCAGE, PETER 
DOMINGUES, PAUL 
DUBLOIS, ANTHONY 
DUHE, EVARISTE 
ELGAR, CHARLES 
EUDETTE, CHARLES 
FOSTER, WILLIE 
FRANK, ALCIDE 
LITTLE, JIM 
NICKERSON, HENRY 
PAPAO, JIMMY 
PIRON, A. J. 
PIRON, ALBERT 
"TATI" 
TOURO, PINCHBACK 
"VALTAU" 
WELCH, JOE 
WILLIAMS, EDWARD 
LINDSAY, HERB 
KING, GEORGE 
LACLAIR, GEORGE 
MACDONALD, GEORGE 
MACNEIL, WENDALL 
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Our research used oral interviews, newspapers and magazines. Some 

research was necessarily limited because resources like newspapers did not begin at 
the same dates.  Most were found to have good accounts beginning after the Civil 
War and most all cities had newspaper accounts in the 1880's. The evolution of the 
string band to the jazz band then is in this time period and a running evolution can 
be seen in these early years. 

There are numerous articles on the activities of these bands and it becomes 
clear that the evolution from the string band to the jazz band occurs around the 
time of the last few months of the First World War and most of the leaders of the 
string bands continue and become known as jazz bands. Their repertoire changes 
from the early dance band numbers to the jazz dances and rhythms. Thus is the 
case of Johnson and Williams. Their careers parallel and we have articles of their 
style and name changes. They remain basically the same bands, containing the same 
personnel but now these bands are no longer named string bands but are now 
known as jazz bands. Of course we have new bands forming as just jazz bands, but 
still these new bands need to play some of the older repertoire but gradually their 
repertoire become that of a jazz band. 
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Appendix  

Photographs of String Bands 
 

Pages: 
 
108 - Jimmy Palao band – 1900 

Kid Ory Band  
109 – Original Tuxedo Orchestra – 1924 
 John Robichaux Orchestra – 1913 
110 – Vaudeville Band  
 King Oliver Band – 1922 
111 – Band That Never Was – 1914 
 Christian Ragtime Band – 1915 
112 – Early String Band – c.1892 
 Stalebread Lacoume band – c. 1906 
113 – Six and 7/8 String Band – 1964 
 Carlisle Evans Orchestra – mid 1920s 
114 -  Peerless Orchestra – 1911 
 Silver Leaf Orchestra – 1911 
115 – Imperial Orchestra – 1905 
 Superior Orchestra – 1910 
116 – Pete Lala’s Café Orchestra 
 Olympian Orchestra – 1915 
117 – Fate Marable Band – 1920 
 Claiborne Williams Orchestra – c. 1920 
118 – John Robichaux Orchestra – 1896 
 Olympia Orchestra 
119 - Invincible String Band – 1916 
120 – A. J. Piron Band  
 Erskine Tate Orchestra – 1920s 
121 – Original Creole Orchestra  
 Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra 
122 – Bud Scott String Band – 1920s 
123 – Dominick Barocco Band – 1922 
 Lavida Ballroom Band – 1922 
124 – Vincent Lopez Band 
 Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians 
125 – Band of Women 
126 – Early String and Brass Band - 1863 
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John Robichaux’s Orchestra at St. Catherine Hall in 1913 
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Vaudeville frequently used jazz bands as an entertainment act on stage. We first see a band 

dressed in costumes of stereo type Negroes with a female doing a dance in front of a backdrop of a 
showboat. In 1917, making the vaudeville circuit are: Roy Palmer, Sugar Johnny Smith, Lawrence Duhe, 
Mamie Lane, Herb Lindsay, Louis Keppard and Montudie Garland. 

 

 
 
 

The King Oliver Band in Vaudeville in 1922 Featuring: 
Ram Hall, Honore Dutrey, King Oliver, Lil Armstrong, David Jones, Johnny Dodds, Jame A. Palao and 

Montudie Garland. 
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We find an interesting picture of the “band that never was” in 1914. The band was preparing for a 
vaudeville act but never went into production. 
 

 
In rehearsal for an Orpheum circuit vaudeville tour that never materialized, this band of 

Superstars included:standing-Clarence Williams, John Lindsay, Jimmie Noone, Bebe Ridgley. 
Seated-Papa Celestin, Tom Benton, Johnny St.  Cyr. Snare drummer is Ninesse Trepagnier 

And the violnist, Armand J. Piron. 
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The Christian Ragtime Band in 1915 on Quarella’s Pier at Milneburg: Willie Guitar, 

Manuel Gomez, Harry Nunez-violin, Yellow Nunez, Frank Christian, Charlie Christian, 
And Kid Totts Blaise. 
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A picture of an early string trio of the 1890s showing a mandolin, guitar and string bass. 

 
 

Stalebread’s Lacoume’s Razzy Dazzy Spasm Band around 1899 
Lacoume is 2nd from left seated. Group of 7 have 4 home made string instrumented 
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The Six & 7/8 String Band (1964. Standing: Edmond Souchon, Red Mackie. Seated: Charles Hardy,  
Bill Kleppinger & Bernie shields. 

 

 
 

The Carlisle Evans Orchestra of Davenport, Iowa. Emmett Hardy once played in this band. 
Carlisle is standing in front holding his violin. 
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The John Robichaux Orchestra of the late 1890s. Standing: Baptiste Delisle, James Wilson,  
James MacNeil, Octave Gaspard. Seated: Dee Dee Chandler, Charles McCurdy, John Robichaux 

& Wendell MacNeil. 
 

 
 Three musicians of the Olympian Orchestra. One on right holding violin 
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The Invincibles around 1916. Fred Overing, Bill Kleppinger, Mond Smith, Ernest Guidry. Rear: 

Lorimer Neff, Frank Ferrer, and Rollo Tichenor. 
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